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EDITORIAL
The response to our request for articles for a special issue on underwater acoustics
has been most enthusiastic, revealing a healthy state of activity throughout Australia in
this branch of acoustics. This issue contains 7 articles on a representative array of topics with a continuation in the April 1993 issue when a number of current activities reports will be printed. We are most grateful to Dr Marshall Hall of DSTO who was responsiblefor soliciting articles and arranging for referees.
We are now asking all contributors to Acoustics Australia to supply articles and other
material on 3.5 in disks (in either Macintosh or IBM format) in order to streamline the
editing-printing process. As well as an improvement in accuracy through the elimination
of traditional type-setting, this step has ledtoa major reduction in production costs. We
can accept formatted articles using any standard word-processor. If there is any doubt
about compatibility, it would be advisable to include a plain ASCII text version.
Additional copies of this special issue are available at A$10 for surface mail and A$14
for airmail. Orders should be placed with Mrs Wallbank (see p 80 for address, tel and
fax).
Howard Pollard, Chief Editor
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Underwater Acoustic Signal Processing A Review of Selected Topics
Ross Barrett
DSTO Materials Research Laboratory,
Maritime Operations Division,
PO Box 1750, Salisbury, S.A. 5108
Abstract: This paper reviews the recent research carried out at the Defence Science and Technology Organisation in the area of underwater acoustic signal processing. Topics relevant to acoustic surveillance
are discussed, e.g., beamforming, towed array shape estimation, frequency estimation, frequency line
tracking, detection and Doppler analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Beamforming

The Defence White Paper (Ref. 1) emphasises the importance of surveillance in the air-sea gap around Australia
forthe defence of the island continent, as well as the need
to defend major focal areas and their approaches against
submarine attack. It is difficult to foresee a time when underwateracousticsystemswillnot have a major role in both
pro- and anti-submarine warfare for shipping surveillance
and intelligence gathering.

The aim of beam forming is to extract information about
the direction of a source from measurements of a propagating field taken using an array of sensors. In the conventional beamformer (CBF), the outputs from the individual
sensors are weighted (i.e., subjected to amplitude and time
delay adjustment consistent with an assumedsourcedirection), and then summed coherently. The direction for which
this sum is a maximum is the presumed bearing of the

The last fifteen years have seen the development and operational deployment of sophisticated sonar systems. The
BARRA sonobuoy, developed jointly by the Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) and the U.K.
Ministry of Defence, consists of a planar array of 25 hydrophones. Towed arrays, similar to the Kariwara array
which is intended for the new Collins Class submarines, are
widely deployed by overseas navies for surveillance and
anti-submarine warfare (ASW) purposes. These passive
systems, unlike the more widely known active "pingers" familiar from World War II movies, do not emit sound into the
water,butsimply listen for noise generated by the "target".
The expected improvements in performance achieved by
the use of high gain, multi-sensorsonarsystems,suchas
those described above, have been largely countered by the
quietening of modern submarines. Better designed propellers and the mechanical isolation of vibrating machinery
from direct contact with the hull have reduced the amount
of acoustic energy radiated into the ocean.
The development of sophisticated sonar sensor systems
has been paralleled by research into the signal processing
of the received data. Algorithms that assist in the detection,
localisation and classification of acoustic sources are ofdireet relevance to the defence requirements for surveillance
and intelligence gathering, and have formed the focus of
signal processing research in the Maritime Operations Division. Some of these algorithms are described in the
next section.

2. SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
FOR UNDERWATER SOUND
Several areas in signal processing, such as beam forming,
arrayshape estimation, frequency estimation and tracking,
detection and Doppler analysis are of particular relevance to
the acoustic surveillance task. Recent advances in these
topics are discussed below.
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The problem with the CBF is the existence of large secondary maxima (orsidelobes) in directions other than the
source direction. These sidelobes can easily be confused
with the main lobe from a weak secondary source. An
adaptive beamformer uses estimates of the noise field to
adapt the sensor weights to the changing environment,
and so maintain its performance. These algorithms have
beensuccessfulinreducingtheeffectofsidelobesinthedi·
rections of interfering sources and in resolving closely
spaced targets, but at the expense of an increased sensitlvityofthe beamformertosystem errors (e.g., phase errors in
the outputs from the sensors, or any correlation of the noise
field).
Byrne and Steele (Refs. 2,3,4) have shown that a highresolution bearing estimator can be constructed which is robust against perturbations such as system phase errors and
correlated arrivals. The new method accepts as data the
matrix of estimated single-frequency cross-sensor correlations (i.e., the input cross-spectral matrix). When the noise
iscorrelated,thedegrading effects of phase errors are
found to be concentrated in certain eigenvectors of the
cross-spectral matrix. Stable bearing estimation can be
achieved by exploiting the stable eigenvectors, and ignoring
those which are sensitive to system errors.
Figures 1 and 2 display the relative responses plotted
against wavenumber obtained from a towed array of 25
omni-directionalsensors with a sensor spacing ofd =)J10.
(Thewavenumber isequivaient to the sine of the bearing.)
In this example, two signals were present at wavenumbers
ofO.071l/dand 0.131l/d. Several different simulation results
are plotted together for the case when no phase errors are
present, and for the case when 5" random phase errors are
present.
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Figure 1 shows the results obtained for the conventional
and adaptive (MLM) beamformers. The conventional
beamformer shows robustness to phase errors but is unable to resolve the two signals. The adaptive beamformer
clearly resolves the two signals when no phase errors are
present, but is extremely sensitive to the presence of phase
errors.
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Figure 1. Relative responses for conventional (CBF) and
adaptive (MLM) beam formers (from Ref. 4). The top
curve shows the conventionalestimatorresponse,with
and without phase errors (nodiscemible difference),
the next curve shows the response from the MLM for the
no-phase-error case, and the bottom five curves are the
MLM responses for independent simulations with 50
phase errors.
Figure 2 shows the results obtained using Byrne and
Steele's high resolution bearing estimator (SFS). Clearly
the signals are resolved and the technique is highly robust
to phase errors. An added advantage of this technique is
that it is computationally much less demanding than the
adaptive technique.
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Figure 2. Response from sector focussing stability
(SFS) technique using eigenvectors 3-6 showing limited
spread of results from different simulations and robustness to phase errors (from Ref. 4).

2.2 Array Shape Estimation
When beamforming is carried out on the sensor outputs
of an acoustic towed array which is not straight, a degradation of performance occurs. However, if the positions
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of the hydrophones are known, most of the performance
loss can be eliminated, even if the array is severely distorted. Techniques to estimate the shape of a towed array
at any particular time are therefore important to optimise the
performance of the array for bearing estimation.
Two different approaches can be applied to array shape
estimation. The first is to fit the array with heading and
depth sensors at suitable positions along its length. From a
model for the propagation of shape perturbations down the
array, the hydrophone displacements at intermediate positions between these sensors can be inferred. The more
accurate the model used, the fewer heading and depth sensors required. This approach assumes that most of the
shapedisturbanceistow-pointinduced,anddoesnotarise
from environmental effects, e.g., shear currents. The latter
produce effects which do not propagate down the array in a
simple manner.
The dynamical behaviour of a towed array in response to
tow-point induced motion has been discussed extensively
by Kennedy (Ref. 5) and Dowling (Ref. 6), and is governed
by a partial differential equation, known as the Paidoussis
equation (Ref. 7). Grayet al (Ref. 8) and Riley et al (Ref. 9)
have developed a discrete form of this equation, and established a Kalman filter for the estimation of the sensor positions by relating these positionstothestatesofthesystem. They have tested their algorithm using both simulated
data and real data obtained with an instrumentedtowedarray, with good results.
The second approach to array shape estimation requires
the presence of an acoustic source in the far field. Data from
the hydrophones themselves are used to estimate the
shape of the array, and non-acoustic sensors, such as
heading and depth sensors, are not required.
Ferguson (Ref. 10) and Ferguson etal (Ref. 11) describe
two techniques that use this approach. The first is an optimisation technique, where the "sharpness" is calculated by
integrating the product of the beam output power squared
and the sine of the beam steer angle overall beam steer
angles from forward endfireto aft endfire. The estimated
positions of the hydrophones are those for which the
sharpness is a maximum. The other method uses the eigenvectorcorresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the
cross-spectral matrix to extract the phase of the signal at
each of the hydrophones and then, afterassigningadirectiontothesourceofthesignal,usestherelativephaseinformation to estimate the positions of the hydrophones
along the array.
A comparison of the beam patterns obtained from these two
methods with that obtained assuming a linear array is
shown in Fig. 3 for real data. The improvement in performanceachievedbytheuseofanarrayshapeestimation
algorithm is evidenl.

2.3 Frequency Estimation, Tracking and Detection
The traditional method of display of passive sonar data to
the operator is in the form of intensity modulated frequencyversus-time plots, called variously spectrograms, lotargrams, etc. Detection is achieved when the operator notices the appearance ofa discrete frequency on the plot,frequency estimation is carried out by determining Which
frequency cell contains the signal, and tracking consists of
following the evolution of this frequency as a function of
time.
Acoustics Australia
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Figure 3. Variation of the output power with beamsteer angie for an adaptive beamformer processing real data from
an experimental towed array: (a) assuming that the array
is straight, (b) using the array shape inferred from the
sharpness optimisation technique, and (c) using the hydrophone positions estimated by the eigenvector technique.
The frequency of interest is close to the design frequency
(i.e., d=V2) of the array (from Ref. 11).
The signal processing algorithm underpinning thespectrogram is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The spectral power in each frequency cell is calculated from the FFT of the
data time series and plotted in the spectrogram. However,
the FFT phase, which is obtained concurrently with the powerforeach cell,isignored in the conventional display. Ina
series of papers, McMahon and Barrett (Refs. 12,13,14)
have shown that the hitherto discarded phase information
can be exploited to obtain a near optimal frequency estimator, called the Phase Interpolation Estimator (PIE). Recently,Quinn (Ref.1S) has also developed a frequencyestimatorwhich exploits the FFTphases.
An example of the use of the PIE algorithm for real data is
shown in Fig. 4, where the estimates from the PIE algorithm
are plotted as a function of time. The frequency variations
displayed by the data in this figure are all well within a single FFT frequency cell (0.46Hz), thereby revealing the improvement in accuracy of the PIE over conventional FFT
processing.
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Figure 4. Application of the PIE method to real passive
sonar data. The fundamental (first harmonic) and third
harmonic ofanominaJly45Hzacoustic projector areplotted as a function of time. Sampling rate was 470.7 Hz and
the FFT resolution was 0.46 Hz.
The data displayed in Fig. 4 were obtained atahigh signalto-noise ratio (SNR). As the SNR is decreased, "outliers"
(or estimates far removed from the true frequency) become
increasingly prevalent. A priori knowledge of the extent and
rapidity of the likely frequency changes can be incorporated
into an algorithm that rejects the highly improbable outliers
and produces smoothed frequency estimates as a function
of time. Such an algorithm is designated a "frequency
tracker". A number of standard tracking algorithms (alphabeta, Kalman, Probabilistic Data Association) (see Ref. 16)
exist in the literature and can be applied to the frequency
tracking problem.
An alternative approach, due to Streit and Barrett (Ref.
17). makes use of the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which
has recently found wide application in the field of speech
processing. In this method, the range of frequencies (or
gate) over which a track is allowed to wander is divided into
a finite number of frequency cells,andeachcellisassociated with a stateofa Markov chain. In the original work of
Streit and Barrett, each cell coincided with aFFTfrequency
cell,butthisrestrictionisunnecessary.lnaddition,azero
slate is included to allow for the possibility of the track wandering outside the allowed frequency range, or terminating
altogether. Statistical information on the likely extent of the
frequency fluctuations, and on the probability of the track initiating or terminating are conveyed to the tracker by
means of matrix inputs to the Hidden Markov Model.
In the original formulation, the only spectral information
passed to the HMM was knowledge of which frequency cell
within the gate contained the maximum power. In a later extension to the method (Ref. 18). complete knowledge of
the phases and amplitudes in all FFT cells within the gate
was passed to the HMM. As a result, the performance of the
tracker was greatly enhanced, and tracking of frequency
fluctuations less than the width of an FFTcell was now possible.
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The Biological Contribution To The Ambient
Noise In Waters Near Australia
Douglas H. Cato
Materials Research Laboratory,
Defence Science and Technology Organisation
PO Box 44, Pyrmont, NSW 2009, Australia
Abstract: A major component of the ambient noise in oceans and seas near Australia is generated by biological sources. Invertebrates, fish and whales produce a wide variety of sounds that have a significant affeet on tne oertormence of sonar and other uses of sound in the ocean. Choruses that result when large
numbers of individuals are calling commonly cause levels to rise by about 20 dB, and at times more than
30 dB, over different parts of the frequency range 50 Hz to 5 kHz. Their distribution and occurrence is
complex because they depend on the behaviour, habitats and migrations of the animals responsible, but
are intrinsically predictable. Some whale sounds are so intense that they are detectable as individual trensientsforsometensofkilometres.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sound is used extensively to transmit information through
the ocean because it travels with far less loss of energy than
does electromagnetic radiation.
However, the very propertiesthat make sound so effective in this respect result in
high ambient noise levels, since sources at large distances
can contribute to local noise levels. The absorption of sound
in water is substantially less than in air, Asaresult, sources
contribute to the background noise from much larger distancesthaninair,andambientsoundpressurelevels, even
in quieter parts of the ocean, are comparable to those ofa
busy city street.
The high ambient noise levels provide a major limitation on
the effectiveness of passive sonar and other underwater listening devices, since the signals of interest must be detected against this background noise, Moreover, noise levels vary over a wide range as a result of variations in
weatherconditions,shippingactivity,orbiologicalbehaviour
and habitat. Such variation may be temporal, seasonal or
geographical and is commonly of the order of 20 dB, but
mayattimesexceed30dB, Theeffectofavariation of 20
dB in typical ocean conditions is to vary the distance over
which a signal is detectable by a factor of about 10. Effective use of sound in the ocean, therefore, requires an understanding of the ambient noise and the ability to predict
the levels and their variation
Early studies of ambient noise in the ocean [1,2] established
that it comprised three main components:
(a) that generated by fluid motion in the vicinity of the surface (wind dependent noise: that from wind/wave action, and
rain noise)
(b) the noise of distant shipping (known as traffic noise)
(c) biological noise.
Wind dependent noise is the prevailing component of the
ambient noise and extends over a frequency range from less
than 1 Hzto in excess of30 kl-iz. Traffic noise is usuallyevident at frequencies below about 100 Hz in regions where
there is significant shipping and good sound propagation.
Biological noise is avery variable component of the ambient

noise because of the diversity of animals responsible, in
terms of their behaviour, habitats and migrations. Their
sounds vary in frequency from below 20 Hz (fin whales [3],
blue whales [4]),t0200 kHz(dolphins[5],shrimps [6]).
The oceans and seas around Australia are particularly rich
in biological sounds. Marine animals make extensive use of
sound because of the limitations the medium imposes on
the effectiveness of the other senses. Vision is fully effective
only in clear, shallow waters. The sense of smell is limited
because water currents are too slow to adequately disperse
the scent chemicals. The study of marine animal sounds is
therefore an important component of the study of their behaviour.
This paper discusses the more significant biological contributionsto ambient noise around Australia, and some of
our recent work in this area,

2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
BIOLOGICAL NOISE IN AUSTRALIAN
WATERS
While a wide range of animals produce sounds, not all are
important in terms of the contribution to the ambient noise.
The most significant contributions are (a) the choruses,
which result when large numbers of animals are producing
sounds and (b) the intense transients of the higher source
level sounds. The choruses increase the general background noise level while the transients are evident as individual signals which need to be distinguished from our
own signals.
Biological noise is evident in all waters around Australia, but
is most pronounced in shallow tropical waters where, for
much of the time, it is the dominant component of the ambient noise, An example is shown in Figure 1 which summarises conditions in the Timor Sea [7,8]. Low shipping densities result in low levels of traffic noise, so that low
frequencies (say below 100 Hz) tend to be dominated by
wind dependent and biological noise. Above 100 Hz, the
noise is usually biological in origin, except during high winds
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Figure 1, Summa ry of thtl comoonents of am/;Jienl noise in
shallow wa ter in the Timor Se8 , The shadecJareas incJiClite
Iheprev8ll,ngnoiseallow wincJSpeeO$, The wind deperl(1ent noiS6 curves were de/ermined from m6aSUfflmen/$ al many /ocB11()n$ around A us tralia (re f, 22)
or heavy rain . High ' evels 01 wind depeodent noise would
ob scure Itle general background oIbiologlCllI
but oot
the diurnal choruses that reslJft whe n large nwnbers 01 in·
diYidual ar"I,mals ere calling. Thegeneral backgrou rodolbiological noise comprises sou ndslrom fish and invertebrates
These sounds are ei the r short duralion an d broad band like
stridulatory clicks 01 invertebrates and fish teeth sounds,
or are harmonic and drumm ing sounds 01 some seceocs
duration charect eristic 01 sou nds ge narated by l ish swim
bladd9rs (9]. On.I)rthe ve<y h,gh noise levelS 0 1 heavy
can compele with the highe st levelS 01biolog ical noi se
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3, SNAPPING SHRIMPS
The mos t ubiqu itous biolog ical componenl of the am bianl
norse is tti at eue tc snapping shrim ps. sinCEl "'s evidenl
throughoul the world in sha llow , warm waters , llSually in
de pth s 01 less man about 60 m an d lat'lude s less than
about 40· . Thi s was recog nised in the ea rliest stones ot
ambie nlnoise [l , tOj The shrim ps res pon,;b le Delong to the
gener a A1ph9ll$ and SynaJpheus Each stmmp has one en larged claw (more than hall the body length) which pro·
duces a sharp click when snapped closed , Larg e numbe rs
of shrimps clicking tesUlt et a crackling or siu ling sound
cha r!lClf/hstic of shallo w waters around mainland AustraJia
A lthough shri m p norse has bee n measured lot many years,
it is only rece<1tlyt haf sufficie ntlybro&dband rBCOtdill gs
have been made 10 show the true widt tl 01 the pulse as betwe en 5 and 8 micros ec onds [6j, The energy e xtends to at
lea st 200 kHz. Figule 2 seowe e spec lrum reereseotewe of
Austra ~an shallow wate rs whe re shr imp no ise is high (lavourablehablla t) [6J Lower level s OCCIJ r where ha bitats are
lass laVOl,lrabla , as in the ex ampl e 01 Figur e 1. Th e shr im ps
prtl1ar oordtt 'ons where th ey can hide in or undll r objects on
the bottom . such as rocks . shells and debris , Variation in
level , lil<e tha I evident betwe en Figu rflS 1 and 2 may O(:(;Uf
over short dislances (e.g . hundred!l of metres) as cond'OOos
on the bottom change . Spectr al sha P'" ma~ also vary with
dilt erent \oca\lOns
Acoult ictlAullraUa

Figur e 2, Thenois8fromsnapping shrimps.typiUloflhe
higher level s in favourable habitats, compared With surface
fJ6I16fa rfK1(wioo dependent ) noise

4 . BIOLOGICA L CHORUSES
The term bioIogiciIl c/Iorus is used he re to mean the coo linuousllOise (averag 'ng time
lsj produced whenlarge
numbers 04 individ uals are producing sounds. So many
soulldsoverlap lha l the notSB level is lar higher than lhatol
an iod ividu al sound . In some choruses. the indIVidual
sounds may Slill be detectable , while in otners Itle~ mefge
toge\tle r. Choruses are corrrnon in Au straliarl waters , caus ing le vels to vary b~ more than 20d8 over periods of a l ew
hours (mo re \tIa n 30dB under some condttions) . They O(:(;Ur
treouently ( u suall~ da ily). and contr ibute ov er a broad trequencyband Dtlterentchoruses have difterenl diurnal ,seascoat geog raphic and spectral cnaractensacs
Shrimp
noisa is usually torl side red tobein a separala calagory
since ~ ccee 1'10
1 &how the pronou nced diurnal and seasonal
varialiorlofotherchoruses, hallingremaritabla pers istency
It also COWtS a drl1erent lrequet1Cy band.

A nu mber of sludi8'S of ambienl noise ar ound Australia have
shownltle presaoceolchorusas lrom whichlhegenera/narure of !hei r occurrence and spectr al charaeterostics were
determine d, These were reported some t,mtl ago [7]. Sra analysis sho wed thai choruse s were widespread ill
waters near Auslr alia, co ntribul ing ill the Ir equtlncy ba nd
trom aboul 400 Hz to about 5 kH z. Most ch ow sas lasted lor
a few ho urs and the moSt co nsistent time of OlXurrence wa s
just aller sunset. altho ugh choru se s we re also sometime s
observe<l juSlbe1o re sunrise and around midday. Exam ples
of chorus spec1.a ill the Timo r Sea are show n in Fig. 1,
while the rise and laD of evening chor uses in threeOCll8f1ic
areas are shown in r-lQure 3. Spectr ally drl1erenl choruses
were oflen obS8l'Veda' the same icceton. S<.Ifnet,mesoverlapping in their times of occurrence.The typiclll increase in
nol stl ieveld u ring ac~ruswasaboUl20dB. Thef ewas
som e evidence 01 se aSOM I variation , buf data wer e too ~m 
nee to draw concluslo ll S, T hese mea surements ware mad e
eithe r in shallow wat er , or in deep water withi n 6 km 01 sha llow wate r. More rece nlly, Kelly , Kewley and Burgess l tt l
have repo rted achotus 04 similal spectr al character istics in
deep water north west 01Aust ralia

nsncar

While thi s work gave some idea 01 \tie ger>eral nature of
cho ruses nea r Auslralia , tne data were lnsull lQflnl to pred iet
\tlebehaviouf.dlSlnbulion andOCCUffenceolpar1icularcho ·
I'1JSflS, excep t lor the expectation that choruses might be
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working with biologists from other institutions (James Cook
University, the Queensland Museum and the University of
Sydney in particular)

5. RECENT MEASUREMENTS OF
CHORUSES
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Figure 3. Examples of the rise and fall of evening choruses
in tropical waters of (a) the Timor Sea (latitude about 11 OS),
(b) the west Pacific Ocean (about 2°S) and (c) the east Indian Ocean (about 10 0S). The spectrum level has been averaged over the octave or 1/3 octave band containing the
spectral peak. "SS" gives the time of sunset.

widespread in the few hours following sunset. It was also
not clear that the full spectral range of choruses had been
observed. These results were obtained by measuringambient noise24h per day for periods of 10t020 days ata
small number of locations. To adequately categorise the
choruses throughout the region for all times of year would
require this type of measurement to be repeated for all
months in a grid pattern with spacing small enough to cover
the geographical variation, which would be expected to vary
with variations in habitat and migration patterns of the anlrnals, Such an extensive program of measurements would
be well beyond the resources that could reasonably be expec1edto be allocated to such a project.
Instead, we have taken the approach of identifying the
sources of choruses, determining the acoustical characteristics of their sounds, and relating this to their diurnal and
seasonal behaviour, This requires identification of the
source species and study of their behaviour in relation to
soundproduc1ion,Byidentifyingthepreferredhabitatsof
the individual animals, and,whereappropriate,theirmigration patterns, the results can be extrapolated throughout the
region. This research is interdisciplinary, requiring expertise
in marine biology as well as acoustics, so we have been
Vol 20 No.3-78

The approach in recent measurements has been' two
pronged: (a) intensive diurnal and seasonal measurements
ata particular location to determine the characteristics of the
choruses represented there and to identify the species responsible, and (b) "spot" measurementsthroughouttheregion of interest to extend the measurements and check the
predictions from the intensive measurements. The first set
of intensive measurements have been made using two hydrophones permanently moored in 20 m of water inside the
Great Barrier Reef, latitude about 1 S, The hydrophones
were linked by 2 km of cable to an island and data transmittedfrom thereto a small research establishment ashore,
This site has species represented in many areas near Australia, Some preliminary work on the identificationofsources and their sound production has been reported by McCauley [12].
Measurements using the moored system have shown that
the frequency range of choruses extends to frequencies well
below that shown in the earlier series of measurements, and
that diurnal variation is more complicated. Some examples
of the spectra measured during the rise and fall of one type
of chorus observed at this location are shown in Figure 4.
These were recorded on the 12 August 1986 at the times of
day shown. The frequency range of this chorus extends
from about 50 Hz to about 2 kHz, with the highest levels. up
to 30 dB above background, being observed at lowerfrequencies. Thus, in general, choruses cover the frequency
band from about 50 Hzt05 kHz, rather than from about 400
Hzt05kHzasindicated by the earlier measurements, Figure 4 shows evidence of two broad spectral peaks possibly
representing two choruses, one peaking around 500 Hz, the
other between 50 and 200 Hz, The sounds responsible for
the lower frequency peak and other choruses ofsimilarfrequencyobserved at this location and in the general area are
typical of those made by fish drumming or strumming the
swim bladder with attached muscles, The peak frequencies
are related to the resonant frequencies of the fish swim
bladders,Forsoniferousfish,thesefrequenciesaretypically
of the order of 100 Hz [9], Significant seasonal variation in
chorus behaviour is evident at this site

40L-..l~~=--'---'---'"--'--u....L~.I........o
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Figure 4. Examples of chorus spectra at the times of day
shown, at the recording site in the Coral Sea.
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The high level choruses recorded in earlier measurements
[7] were typical of impact or stridulatory sounds offish and
invertebratesintheiracousticalcharacteristics,andspectra
peaked at frequencies from 700 Hzt03 kHz. The significant
difference in the recent measurements is the obvious presence of lower frequency choruses produced by typical fish
swim bladder sounds. Such sounds were observed in earlier measurements, often producing continuous low level
choruses, but they were not sufficiently numerous in their
occurrence to produce the high levels of the other choruses.
For example, the "predominantly biological" background
noise in Figure 1 contains a large proportion of sounds
which are typical of fish strumming and drumming the swim
bladder, whereas the high level choruses are typical of the
impact and stridulatorysounds. The absence of high level
choruses from fish swim bladder sounds in the earlier measurements may have simply been the result of the limited
seasonal sampling, given the seasonal nature of such choruses. The deep water chorus reported by Kelly et al [11]
comprised sounds characteristic of those generated by fish
swim bladders.
The diurnal, seasonal, and geographical variation of the
choruses can be expected to depend on the behaviour of
the animals in relation to sound production. Where sound is
associated with feeding, perhaps incidental to it (such as
fish scraping teeth on coral) choruses will, of course, berelated to times and conditions of feeding, and so exhibitdiurnal regularity. Sound used for communication during spawning can be expected to produce choruses with strong
seasonal dependence. Seasonal dependence will also resuit from species migration, i.e., it will be determined by the
time the animals pass through a particular area. Animals
are to be found in the habitats that provide the most chance
for their survival, i.e. where the appropriate food is available, where they can find sheiterfrom predators, etc. This in
turn depends on the nature of the seafloor (the presence of
corals,rocksvegetation,etc.),thepresenceofnutrients,the
water properties and the other species in the area. The diversityofhabitatscanbeexpectedtoprovidesignificantgeographicalvariation in choruses.
Some whales also produce choruses. The source strengths
of their individual sounds are significantly higher than those
offish or invertebrates, so smaller numbers of individuals
are needed to produce a substantial chorus. Although the
popular conception is that whale numbers are very low, this
is true only for a few species, and some of these have
shown substantial recovery of stock numbers in the last 20
years. The most significant whale chorus is that from sperm
whales.These are toothed whales, and they often congregate in large schools like the smaller toothed whales
(e.g. dolphins, killer whales). Schools of 10 to 50 sperm
whales are common [13J,but there are reports of schools of
thousands of individuals [14]. Sperm whales generally keep
to deep water. Significant numbers are to be expected in
waters around Australia, as have been observed in theTasman Sea [14].
Sperm whales produce intense clicking sounds which result
in high level choruses with most energy between 1 and 5
kHz and maximum levels comparable to the other choruses.
The occurrence of sperm whale choruses is more difficult to
predict than those offish and invertebrates, because their
behaviour is more complex and less predictable. These
whales are nomadic and their migration patterns are illdefined. Their choruses are well known to sonar operators
who refer to them as the "carpenter fish" since some consider that they sound like many carpenters hammering.
Acoustics Australia

Humpback whale sounds were responsible for a persistent
chorus observed near New Zealand in the late 1950swhich
had almost disappeared by 1961 as a result of the decrease
in whale numbers through whaling [15]. The significant recovery of humpback whale stocks in Australian waters has
resulted in increasing chorus activity (though this has not
been observed in New Zealand waters). These are baleen
whales (i.e., they have baleen plates in place of teeth to filterfood) and their sounds are distinctively different to those
of the toothed whales

6. INTENSE BIOLOGICAL TRANSIENTS
The sounds of some animals are so intense that individual
calls are audible for considerable distances, and thus detectable by sonars as signals rather than as part of the background noise. Some calls sound remarkably mechanical.
These individual calls are transient in nature, having durations ranging from a fraction of a second to around 20s, and
in this respect contrast with the continuous sound of achorus. The most intense sounds are those of the lager whales.
Source levels have been estimated from measurements in
the northern hemisphere to lie in the range 170-190dBrel
~Pa2 at 1 m [4,16-18]. Our measurements of received
sound levels in Australian waters are consistent with these
estimates, and such sounds would be audible for some tens
of kilometres, depending on conditions (discussed in more
detail in reference 19). While these source level estimates
are broadband, many of the sounds are harmonic, so have
high narrowband levels.
Perhaps the most difficult whale sounds to categorise are
those of the humpback whale, which produces a wide variety of sounds in a well structured pattern or song
[17,19,20]. Durations vary from about 0.1 to more than 4 s,
and most of the energy lies in the range 100 Hz to 4 kHz.
The rules of the song structure are complex. The characteristics of the sounds, the song structure, and even the rules
themselves change with time. These whaies migrate along
the east and west coastlines of Australia, and although numbersweredepleted by whaling activities which ceased in the
early 1960s, there has been a significant recovery since
then. The rate of increase of around 100/0per year has been
sustained for at least the last 10 years [21]. Our work on
humpback whale sounds in Australian waters is discussed
in reference 19.

7. UNIDENTIFIED SOUNDS
There still remain some sounds in the ocean which have yet
to identified, but in spite of the apparent mechanical nature
of some, all the evidence indicates that these are biological
in origin. The difficulty in identification relates to the difficulty
in finding and visually identifying the animal responsible.
While the sounds may be audible for several kilometres, the
source can be visually identified only at close range. It is
more effective to build up a catalogue of identified sounds
by seeking out animals of the species likely to be significant
sound producers and recording their sounds, and this is the
approach we have been taking.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Invertebrates, fish and whales produce sounds which contribute to the general ambient noise in waters near Australia.
The most important contributions are the biological choruses
and the intense biological transients. From the available
data, we can say that choruses are wide spread in both
shallow and deep waters near Australia, especially in the
tropics. They regularly cause increases of between 20 and
VoI20No.3-79
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Acoustic Properties Of Marine Sediments
John I. Dunlop
School of Physics,
University of New South Wales,
PO Box 1, Kensington, NSW 2033, Australia
Abstract: A review is presented of the basic relationships describing the acoustic and other wave properties
of marine sediments in terms of the properties of their constituents. As water saturated sediments are two
phase mixtures, these relationships are complicated, and more so by the non-homogeneity and varied nature of sediments. The chief parameter of relevance to wave propagation - sound speed and attenuation,
and shear wave properties - are discussed, and recent developments on the effects of non-uniformity of the
sediment, such as , for example, depth gradients, are examined.

1. MARINE SEDIMENTS
Acoustic propagation in the ocean, in particular the shallow
seas of the continental shelves, may be strongly affected by
the acoustic characteristics of the lower boundary, the sea
floor. The sea-bed beneath this boundary is usually composed of unconsolidated sedimentary deposits sitling on bed
rock. These can vary in thickness from metres to kilometres, but the range of interest for underwater acoustic
studies lies probably in the first few hundred metres.
The acoustic properties of these sediments depend largely
on their composition and mechanical properties. Sea bed
sediments may be considered as two phase composite materials consisting of granular solids and pore fluid. The chief
physical properties of sediments which show variations are
the sizes and distribution of sizes of the composing particles,
and the structure of the sediment as indicated by itsporosity.
Particle sizes may range from several millimetres
(coarse gravel) to the submicron range (fine clays). Porosities may span the entire range from highporositysuspensions (90% for some clays)
through compacted sands'
(35%) to low porosity sandstones (below 30%).
The composition of the sea-bed sediments varies widely
throughout the oceans. Three different types of general environment have been distinguished - the continental shelf
and slope, the abyssal hill and the abyssal plane. Forexample, the continental shelf environment is characterised by
sediments originating from terigeneous sources and is composedofsand,siltandclayswhereasthedeepseaabyssal
planes are usually covered with layers of silt-clays with thinnerintercalated layers of sand and silt which have been carried along the bottom in turbidity currents and cover the originalroughtopography. The abyssal hills are mostly covered
with relatively thin layers of pelagic and siliceous oozes with
thicker deposits of calcareous ooze around the equator and
on sea mounts where the seafloor is above the calcium carbonate compensation level. [Insedimentnomenclature,pelagic clay is composed of less than 30% siliceousorcalcareousmaterial,calcareousooze contains more than 30% silica
in the form of Radiolaria or diatoms.]
The properties of sediments may also vary with depth into
the sediment. For example, there may be layering in their
composition, particularly on continental shelves due to the
depositing of different types of sediment at different periods
in time. There may also be a variation with depth due to the
Acoustics AUs1ralia

effects of overburden pressures, mainly a consolidation, and
increasing hydrostatic pressure within the sediment

2. ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION IN
SEDIMENTS
The mechanical and acoustic properties of sediments vary
because of the wide range of sediment compositions and
constraints. A large number of physical parameters are involved, the more important being porosity, grain properties
including sizes, shapes and sorting, elasticity moduli and
density, and inter-granular stresses involving grain interlocking and consolidation. The acoustic parameters of most
interestarethedilatationalwavevelocity(soundspeed),attenuationandcharacteristicacousticimpedance,aswellas
shear wave velocity and atlenuation. These parameters are
inter-related to many of the mechanical properties of the
sediment and several theories have been developed to account for these relationships as explicitly as is possible.
The acoustic behaviour of natural unconsolidated sediments
is essentially thatofa suspension of particles in fluid, with
usually a small rigidity or shear modulus present. The first
generally useful atlemptat relating the acoustic properties to
the composition of the medium was that due to Wood (1941)
[1] who noted that the bulk adiabatic compressibility ofa dispersion of one or more solids and fluids equals the sum of
the compressibilities of the individual components multiplied
by their proportional fractions of the total volume. Asimple
equation, known as Wood's equation, viz

c=-VK/p
where

~=f;+(1~:)

and

p={3P j+(l-{3)Pr,

yields values of sound speed in sediments (other than
sands) close to those measured. Here cis sound speed, f3
is porosity, and KjKr• Pf and Prarethe bulk moduli and densities of fluid and grains.
Because of discrepancies between measured and predicted
values of sound speed, further development of this theory
was made by Gassman (1951) [2] who determined that the
effective elastic modulus of the fluid saturated porous medium may be affected by fluid-particle interactions and
shouldbecalculatedfromtheelasticmoduliofthesolidmaterial, of the fluid and of the skeletal frame made up of the
Vol 20 No. 3-81

particles. This modification effects some reconciliation between predicted and experimental results but a more acceptableexplanation and accounting for other acoustic
properties - attenuation and impedance - had to await the
development ofa more general theory of wave propagation
in a porous elastic medium.

A. Wave propagation in a porous medium
The acoustic characteristics of porous elastic media were
extensively examined byZwikkerand Kosten (1949) [3] who
experimented with air filled materials such as flexible foams
and other acoustic absorbers. The theories developed were
simplified, rotational or shear waves not being considered,
and it was the later work of Biot (1956) [4] which established
the basis for a more rigorous treatment of the topic. Biot
considered the same basic situation as Zwikker and Kosten,
thatofafiuidfilledelasticporoussolid,butestablisheda
more fundamental approach aimed at including all pertinent
physical mechanisms in a quantitative manner.
Fora single phase isotropic medium the stress
relationship may be written as:

(c)

strain

p(d'u,/dX'+d'U,./dX'+d'u,/dX')+(A+fl)d'U.,ldX'
-CJ'w,ld'X=pii,-p,",'"

Here M isa measure of the pressure required to force a given volume of fluid into the aggregate whilst the total volume
remains constant. The coefficientC represents the coupling
betweenthevoiume change of the fluid and that of the solid.
Both C and M which are related to the terms developed by
Gassman may be expressed in terms of the bulk moduli of
the fluid (Kr),ofthegrains (K,) and of the skeletal frame of
the sediment (K b)

as

c = ~ ~ :;"

and

M=

D~'~b

whereD=K,(I+j3[K,.IK,-IJ) .
This frame modulus K" is complex to account for viscoelasticity of the frame which maycontributetotheattenuation of waves in the sediment.

(u)

(J"

=2/.lU"+A8"u lf

where u and Lare the Larne constents.A, is the Kronecker
delta function. (Use is made of the terminology and suffix
notation as in Landau and Lifshitz [5]). Wave equations
may be developed by equating body forces to the product of
density and body acceleration viz:

substituting

pii, =

Aa'Ui I a'x k +(p + A)a'u,1 axkax,

Considering one dimensional propagation in the x direction
yields the equation

fl(i1'u.,ldX'+d'U,ldX'+iJ"u,ldX'i+(A+fl)d'U.,ldX'
=p(d'u,ld"+d'U,.ldt'+d'U,ldt')
This may be separated into two equations viz:

a2u;la,2=o
where c, =~(A+2p)/p
and an equation reiatedtothey or z axis such as

where Ct=~fllp, and these may be recognised as dilatational and shear equations respectively.
For a two-phase medium such as water saturated sediments, Biotdeveloped a series of constitutive equations to
describe their elastic properties in terms of their basic components. He considered a unit cube of the solid fluid system, the stresses, (Jij, acting on the solid part and the pore
pressure, p,. on the fluid part. Developmentofthebodyforcesacting on the solid and fluid parts leads to two coupied
differential equations involving motion of the solid (displacement U,J) and of the fluid (flow of fluid relative to the
solid w.). For one dimensional propagation in the x direction these equations are [6]:
VoI20No.3-B2

The densities of the sediment and of the fluid are denoted
by P and PI respectively, but the fluid mass term (pjlfJJ is
usually multiplied by a structure factor (g) because not all of
the pore fluid moves in the direction of the pressure gradient
due to the multidirectional nature of the pores. Asaresult,
less fluid flows and hence there is effectively a greater inertia.
The last term of the second equation (1)11<) takes into accounttheviscousdragofthefluid,ofviscositYll,through
the porous medium of permeability k. This assumes Poisseuille (laminar) flow of fluid through cylindrical pores. Biot
incorporated corrections to this term to compensate for deviationsfrom Poisseuille flow at "high" frequencies and irregularities of the pore structure. The coefficient of the term
"'X' becomes I)F(K)lk where

F(K)=---.E~
4(1-2T(K)/jK)

T(k") is the Kelvin function and KisequaltoaJWjJ,71i ,abe-

Ing a parameter with the dimensions of length and depending on the size and shape of the pores.
Dilatational and shear wave equations can be separated as
before and then trial solutions substituted. The conditions
for solution are satisfied by three possible waves -two dilatationalandashearwave-andthevelocitiesandattenuationconstantscomputed. (If I) >Otheirwavenumbersare
complex). One of the dilatational waves, the first kind wave,
gives a sound speed value near that of the fluid and is the
sediment wave usually detected. The other wave, the secondkindwave, is characterised by a lower speed (-lOOmis
in sediments) and has only been detected in a fused glass
bead medium [40].
The feature which distinguishes Biottheory from these previousformulae is the attempt to make use of fundamental
sediment properties to compute acoustic properties. However several of the parameters utilised such as the sediment
skeletai frame elastic properties and the parameters pore
size (a) and structure constant (g) are difficult if not impossible to specify. In addition, Biottheoryapplies only to a
uniform medium, which is clearly contravened in real sediments the properties of which exhibit strong depth dependencies.

3. MEASURED ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
The acoustic properties of marine sediments depend on
many of the physical properties of the sediment itself. Arecent review of Bachman[9) presents many regressions on
the effects of different properties such as grain size, density,
porosity on acoustic properties, to support widely used empirical equations published by Hamilton [8].
A.soundspeed
Sound speed data is available from both remote and in-situ
measurements. The most authoritative work in the latter
field is that of Hamilton [7] who reviewed measurements
and their relationships with the physical properties of sedimentswithin the top 30 cm of the sea bed. In these layers
the sediment is in a loose non-consolidated state, hence
frame bulk modulus (K b ) and shear modulus would be expectedto be low, and Wood's equation should hold. However, the measurements indicated that all sediments have
sound speeds greater than predicted by Wood's equation as
is indicated in Fig.1. Hamilton attributes the greater than
expected values of sound speed to the existence of rigidity
and frame bulk modulus in the mineral structure of the sedimen!. He calculates a new sound speed by replacing the
bulkmodulusofthesediment(K) used in Wood's equation,
by(K +4/l/3)wherelJ. is a shear modulus obtained from
shear velocity measurements on samples or in-situ on the
sea-floor. This will displace to higher sound speeds the
sound speed porosity curve of Wood in a similar manner to
Gassman's formula, but the agreement between theoretical
and experimental results is still far from satisfactory. (AslJ
is strongly dependent on depth within the sediment, these
modifications are of doubtful value in characterising sound
speeds at depths in sediments.) Fig1. also shows a Biot
curve at 1000 Hz, with parameters appropriate fora sand
sediment chosen, the most influential being values assigned
to frame modulus. As different parameters should be substituted for the different sediments utilised in this figure, the
better fit for the Biotcurve is more apparent than real.

Ii~ \~~~t'~~'~f¥r~i~~

reasonable expectation. Secondly, there is considerable
scatter in the data points, there being a considerable range
of sounds peed values observed at each porosity value- between 5 and 10%. Some of this variation can be attributed
to experimental error, in both porosity and sound speed determination, but much of it must be due to differences in
sediment composition, for example, grain size and packing,
affecting frame modulus in particular.
Another factor which may contribute to the scatter is the
variations in frequencies at which the sound measurements
were made. It has been shown that there may be a velocity
dispersion at a frequency dependent on the sediment
permeability and effective pore radius [6]. To accommodate
these discrepancies, many authors [12-14] have introduced
empirical modifications to Woods equation to make it fit
sound speed data and therefore be more useful in predicting
sound speeds from porosity or estimated porosity values.
Both wave velocities C/ and Ct vary with depth in homogeneoussediments, and this characteristic is often included
in underwater propagation models-linear speed gradients
being usually assumed. The main causative effects for
these gradients are overburden pressures and possible
changes in composition of the sediment, and there have
been several studies on this. For example, bothOolmenico
(15) and Taylor-Smith [17J have measured the effects of increasingstaticloadonthesoundspeed,porosityandshear
wave velocity of laboratory samples of sediments. Theirrelationships have been used by Ogushwitz [18] to compute
sound speed profiles using Biottheorywhich have agreed
with the measured data of Gardner et al [19] on Gulf Coast
sands, and of Muiholland [20) on ooze from the OntongJava plateau as indicated in Fig.2. Extensive work by Carlson etal [21] hasalsosuggestedthattoadepthof1.4km
the physical state of sediments depends on overburden
pressure and temperature. It has also been recently noted
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Figure 1. Measured values of sound speed ratio (c!co) plotted
against sediment porosity (from Hamilton (7]). Also shown
arethetheoreticalcurvesofWood,Gassmanusinga
frame modulus of 400 MPa, and Blot using a frame
modulus of40 MPa.

Two features are evident in the data presented in Fig.1.
Firstly the sound speed increases with decreasing porosity
at a rate greater than allowed by all the theories employing
a constant frame modulus. This might imply that frame
modulus increased with decr~asing porosity, a not unAcoustics Australia
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Speed Irn/sl
Figure 2. Relationship between sound speed and depth of
sediment for an ooze-chalk-limestone sequence-solid
curve from field data. dashed and dotted curves as predicted from Biot theory with different estimates of porosity
(fromOgushwitz[18]).
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by Hall [35] that these gradients lead to a coupling of the
shear and dilatational waves.
Marine sediments are also in general characterised by a
layered structure and may therefore exhibit anisotropy
about the z (depth) axis. This problem has been investigated most notably by Yamamoto [22], and important
feature being that only anisotropy of permeability seems to
have significant effects.
B. Attenuation constants
Damping of acoustic waves in the sediment can be attributedtotwomechanisms,thevisco-elasticityoftheskeletal
frame and viscous damping due to relative motion of the
permeating fluid and the solid particles. Biottheorycanbe
used to predict the propagation attenuation, afterappropriate values have been substituted for relevant parameters,
such as the viscoelasticity of the frame modulus, permeability and pore size.
Attenuation constants have been measured on many types
of sediment at different sites, many of the results being
summarised by Hamilton [7]. Values of attenuation constant() obtained from highfrequency(> 10kHz) pulse transitmethodsrangefrom.56dB/m/kHzforveryfinesandsto
.066 dB/m/kHz for clay silt [24]. Particular attention has
beenpaidtotheexponentnintheattenuationfrequency(f)
relationship

bt'

a =

b being a constant. The value of n has been found to vary
from 1.26 for fine sand to 1.0 for very fine sand, silt and
clays. These different values are consistent with Biot'stheory- n being greater for high permeability sediments which
may exhibit additional damping in particular frequency rangesduetotheeffectsofviscosity.
In recent years there have been a number of low frequency
measurements [25-28,31] which indicated that attenuation
might be as much as two decades lower than the values ex-

trapolated from Hamilton's high frequency data using the
above equation. These discrepancies have been resolved
to some extent by Stoll [29] who incorporated into Biottheory his measured values of frame damping. This is illustratedinFig.3.whichshowsmeasuredattenuationdataandthe
prediction of Stoll's theory.
Recent work at different frequencies by Holland and Brunson [16], and Dunlop [30] are
in agreement with Stoll's predictions.
There is little published data on the variation of attenuation
constant with depth into the sediment, such available data
[10] indicating small changes in the top ten metres of the
seabed.

4. OTHER ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Other acoustic properties might be considered, e.g. the
characteristic acoustic impedance and thus the reflectivity
properties ofasediment interface. A recent analysis [33] of
Biot theory has shown that another wave type - a second
kind rotational or shear wave -can propagate in a porous
elastic solid such as fluid saturated sediments. However it
is unlikely that either this wave or the second kind dilatational wave will be detected in marine sediments as their
characteristic impedances indicate very small amounts of
energy conversion, although their generation may have
slight effects on reflectivities [6] at interfaces. Analysis of
the reflectivity of the sea floor using Biottheory[34] has also
indicated significant discrepancies in the traditional treatmentofthesea-bed as a lossy fluid, some of which are illustratedin Fig.4.
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Figure 3. Laboratory and field data of sediment attenuation
constant plotted against frequency. Also shown are curves
of the calculated attenuations of two sand samples based
on Biottheory {from StoJl[29]).

There have been extensive measurements of shear modulus and shear waves in sediments [36]. The significance of
the shear modulus gradient in describing the acoustic reflectivityofthe sea floor has been discussed recently by Hall
[35]. The relation between shear modulus and the generation of other types of waves at the interface, notablyScholte
and Love waves, has also been investigated [37] and this togetherwith the connection between low frequency acoustic
waves and seismic activity established by Kibblewhite [38]
has been followed by Stoll's [39] investigation of seismic inducedshearwaves.
Acoustics Australia
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1993 Australia Prize
The 1993 Australia Prize for scientific excellence will be awarded in the field of "Sensory Perception". The Minister for Science and Technology, Ross Free, in making the announcement said :

:~~~~0z.~~~~:~~~~~~:~~sh~~e:~~i~:~~~ii~~?~~. perceptual and

sensory mechanisms and processes associated with sight,

It also cove~s ways thatt~is kno~ledge can be applied to mimic, extend or replace parts of such sensory systems".
TheAustrahaPnzelsanlnternatlonalawardof$250,000foranoutstanding achievement in a selected area of science and
technology promoting human welfare.
It was first awarded by the Federal Government in 1990.

~~:;:~o~~~~~et:::i~~!~c:~~: ~~~;;I~i~h;t~~Vr:~nu~:~~~~~~t;~i~i~2s~~~~i:~t~~:V::co~:~.nce in science and

technology,

Nominations for the Prize had already been sought worldwide and the winners will be announced in January 1993.

(Laboratory News Aug '92)
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Ocean Acoustic Thermometry
• The Heard Island Feasibility Test, 1991
A. M. G. Forbe s
CSIRO DivisIon of Oceanography,
Hob art, Tasm ania
Abstr act : In January , 1991 , II feas i/;)jliry le$l of II new meltlod of measunng globa l ocea n lemperalUltl was
conducte d off femol e Heard Island in rtl6 sootllem Indian Oc68 1l, FtX~ ... days. low frequtKlC:y acous tic signals were /fansmiffed from 8n unaerwater source 10 II num ber of hydr0ph0n8 r9C6ivers a round tile world. A
veri8ty of coded siglUlls were broadca st an d tfavel -limes measu red 10 estab lish wlleJher II Mur6 globBJ net·
work could use tM OOStlNed varia bility of such aco ustic travel -time s to aedVC8 very small changes irl lIle

lemperature orthe lntariorcftheocean.

Sound Sf""<'<l lmlo l

1. INTRODUCTlO N
In 1989 . Munkand Forbes propo sed a nov el solu lion to the
problem ofobs&fVing loI'Ig.period ChanQll$ in glob al oce an

climate. They hypothesised i hat lonll -range IlCOl.l stic l' ll ns·
missions (01 order 10 Ma-gsm9tres) could be used to m eas

Ufe path-averllge d lemperllture in the inierior of the oceao
simul taneously along many different paths
W ith I n appropri ate oombe r of sources and rec eiver s, w m measu eem eolS would yield vlllu able itlIormation aboul the re5pOf1se
of
ocean 10 aln'losphe nc warmi ng broughlupoo by , tOf
ellalTlple,increll5e$ in CO 2 and oth er "greenhouse" gasses .

ee

ee

Munkand Forbe s' suggestion that an expe riment
eeo ducted to test tbe feasibil ity of the ktearesu~lI'd inthe Heard

~~~ :::~~:I:~~~~7~~t:tc~~~~ry~~~~~li~~n:~I~:~
sull Sfollow.

!~

2" BACKGROUND
Th e idea lhal Iow ·treque ncy Iong-f ange aCO!.'sl ics mighl ba
used 10 measure path -averaged lempe rau. in the ocean
sprang from Mll nk , O' Re,ny & Reid 's (l 988! ·.xamina tiof\
ot al960experime nt by St1ockt eyetaJ ,( 1982)in whicttJOO
lbs ct explos ives were det onated near the sou nd axis off
Perth, Wes tem Allslra lia. Signals f rom this event were reo
corded on axial-depl h hydrophones cabled 10 snor, in Bermeda, 18 Mm distant , 3,7 hours later. The succe ss of stICh
tr ansmissions depeods on bot n source and receivers being
al or near the axis of the sou nd {SOFA R) ChaM el. The soFAR chaoo et conSlraiM (by refract ion) acou sbc ray s from
SpieadingverticaMy,so provides alowpropa~bon-loss

wllVegoide . lIS lll(iS is typical ly 1500 m dee p in equa toria l
wat ers. fOOOm in tempera ta waters and nses close 10 the
surface at high lal~udes , Sou nd speed is II minimum al axial depth (Figure 1), SO althou gh acoust ic ene rgy wh ICh
propeg a tes axJally is the lasl arriva l in ray Ienes . over near-

::~~~~~:nces , lhes e shallow rays may be the on ly
Ac:a.atetimngoflhe arrivals 01 acous tic s'g r'llllS OV8! such
ranges is esse nlial 10 mappi ng tempa ralufe chal'lQElsal axial deplh. A warmi ng trencl of 5 m °Cly ear al 1 km deplh (a
ty pical resun of doubl ing C0 2 io f'lUmerical m06el sof cc upilld oceao-a tmosphel e Clr\:ulaloonl wooId redu ce travel
Aooust icsAustraita

Figuf'(J j . GenerlJlised verTical profil e oIsound spe ed in the
ocean , Acoustic the rmom etry takes adv antage o f the deep
soond (SOFA R) cJlannel axis
bme along a 1S Mm pattl by 150 ms Techniques lor cetem'liningafrivals lo lMthinan aecu racy oll mS 0V8f 1 Mm
ranga have been llSIabiished tor a deeade in acoustictomograp hy [Spll'ldel & Spiesbe rger , 198 1, M~nk & Wunsch ,
1982). Anhou gh t ms ceees spread 10 fO ms aner 1 Mm
trava l In the ocaa n, tomo grapher s dep end on signal lo ooise
ratios ofaoolJl 20 dB 10 mea sure trever bmes of individu al
arriva ls 10 aoo ul 10% of their width or t ms. AI lS Mm
range , 1 ms pul ses are expected to have spread to lS0ms.
so wittl sim~ar 20 dB SnR , ou r travel time resolut ion should
agai n be 10% or 1S ms. This shou ld be suffiCient to detect
IJ CO2 -ir'iduC8(l redocti on in lravel time ol 150 ms in the
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presence of meso- and gyre-scale rms fluctuations (with
time scales of months) which models show are of order 1 s.
Explosives are clearly not the acoustic source of choice but
electrically driven acoustic sources are now available which
will project phase- and amplitude-controlled low frequency
energy (57 HZ,208dBre I/-lPa) over reasonable bandwidth
(±11.4 Hz). How did we use such sources in HIFT?

3. CONDUCT
The first and most critical decision was to select a transmission site which would provide the maximum number of
independent acoustic paths to existing receivers, supplemented by a number of "receivers of opportunity". Refracted geodesic ray paths from a number of potential
source sites were computed, allowing for horizontal refraction due to the poleward decrease of sound speed at axialdepth. The source's operational depth limit was nominalIy 300 rn, so a site where the sound channel axis was also
shallow, and which permitted unimpeded transmission
paths into the Atlantic, Indian and PacificOceanswaschosen at latitude 53' 25' S, longitude 74' 30' E, 70km southeast of Heard Island
Communication between the source ship and 16 receiver
sites (many of which were also ships) could not be guaranteed, so a firm transmission schedule was agreed upon
and adhered to irrespective of delays or interruptions due to
adverse weather or equipment failure. TablelliststhedaiIy transmission schedule and signal characteristics. The
signal characteristics were designed in detail by T.G. Birdsall and K. Metzger at the University of Michigan [Birdsall &
Metzger, 1986].
Table 1. HIFTSignalcharacteristics and transmissionschedule
~~~Q.jgj.!§LQ

0000,1200
0300,1500
0600
1800
0900,2100

Pentaline
M-Sequence
LongM-Seq.

57
57/5.7
57/11.4
57/11.4

3/10
255/5
511-2047/5

CW (single frequency) signals were sent continuously for
one hour periods so although they could not be used for
precise timing of arrivals they were the most robust indicator
of the presence or absence of signal at extreme range.
Two types of phase-modulated (± 45') coded signals, Pentalineand M-sequence, were used. These codes leave half
the power in the carrier. The Pentaline contained five major
spectral lines easily identifiable with simple FFTprocessing
at any receiver site. The M-sequencesweredesigned specificallyforcoherent processing which has the potential for
resolving ray-iike arrivals, collapsing time-dispersed mode
arrivals and measuring their amplitudes and stabilities individually.
The duration of each transmission was one hour, with a two
hour period of silence between each transmission. This allowed the receivers to be certain of when they should and
should not be receiving HIFTsignals.
The above schedule was planned to operate for ten days,
but equipment failure and bad weather forced an interruption after two days and a complete halt after five days.
Figure 2 shows the time line and intensity of each transmission
The source was actually a vertical array of five transducers
VoI20No.3-88

Date (january)

Figure 2. Timing and intensity of the HIFT transmissions.
There was a 39 hour period of silence centred on January
28 while repairs were made to the acoustic source array.

each separated byabout8m, centred at the axial depth of
150 m. They were driven in phase but due to their lessthan-ideal separation (1/2)"at57HzisI3m),didnotforma
particularly well-behaved horizontal beam. The general decrease in total intensity from start to finish is the result of
steady attrition of sources from five on Jan 26 to one on Jan
31. Nevertheless, sufficient energy entered the sound channelto propagate halfway round the world,westward to Bermuda (and even to Nova Scotia) and eastward to California,
even with only one source operating.

4. RESULTS
A map of the successful paths is shown in Figure 3. At most
of the receiving stations the answer to the first question (is it
loud enough?) was emphatically, yes (measured signal to
noise ratios were in the range 5-35 dB). An exception was
the Japanese receiving ship operating near Samoa. Although the New Zealanders in the Tasman Sea had good
receptions, the signals apparently did not reach Samoa.
Further evidence came from the west coast of the USA,
where receivers with beam-forming capability showed that
the received energy came from around the south of New
Zealand,andnotthroughtheTasman.
The second, and more important question was - can we resolve the signals well enough to achieve the required accuracy of 15 ms in travel time? The answer to that question
is more complex. The sources were moving, suspended
fromaship,sothathorizontalaccelerationsintheship'smotioninducednon-lineardopplershiftsinfrequencyatthereceivers. Processing the received M-sequence signals was
as follows: complex demodulation, doppler identification and
compensation then sequence removal. After perfoming
these analyses on the Ascension Island receptions, the resultingtlme-resolution is about 100 ms. Removaloftheeffects of modal dispersion holds the key to reducing this closertol5ms. This is still currently being pursued.
Three examples of receptions at Ascension Island are
shown in Figure 4,one for each of the three signal types, together with the spectrum of the transmitted signals. Note
the onset of arrivals at 13 minutes after the start of recording, and the equally sharp cutoff after one hour of transmission (atleastfortheM-sequence). At carrier frequency,
an "afterglow" persists which masks the cutoff for the CW
Acoustics Australia

Figure 3. Successfu l trans mission palhs fromHeara Islan d to receivers in Ihe Atlanti c. Ind ian and Paeilie Ocea ns.
The dashed portion of the Heard liVIJidbey path is in doUbt,
Heard-As censi o n

~
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Figu rf/ 4. An hou r-long example of each type ' of sig na l as re ceiv ed at As cension Islan d, To the right is the spec tru m of
6llch transm ittedsignal,

and Pentaline. but its ampnt ude is markedly reduced, as
showrl In Figure 5. ThiS low amplitude , late arriving energy
is probabtyfrom a number of diffuse refleetOIll along the
path. not a single poinl reflection , so it's path remains unidentified
If we look in thetime·(jomain at "dot plots" whieh represent
the perstste nce ot individual arrivals, we see that ccnereet

Acousl ic:s Australia
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F,gurf/ 5 Deta,' o f a one hours f1JC6
ption of an M sequence
signal al Ascensi on Island. The bin s M I (1 unit 2 0.0139 Hz)
repres e nts lhe Doppler sh ift due 10 source-ship mo tion.

integration should be possible fOl" periods of 10 to 20 min·
utes al a typical station Such as Ascension Island (Figure
6a) and lo r nearly an hour at Christmas Island (Figure 6b).
Thedilferenee in the coherency time scales is almost cartainly due to Ihe undisturbed palh fTom Heard 10Chrislmas.
while the Heard to Ascension path must pass through the
edc y-nch region spawned by the Agulhas Retroflection,
south of the Cape of Good Hope.
VoI20No.3 -S9
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TWOvertical hydrophone a ITIl Ys we'll de ployed dur ing HIFT .
one off So!.lthem C8lilomia and the olher off Bermuda.
which well des Igned to allow the separation of vertical
modes (~ any surviv ed furtt1er !han 10 Mm) . T he one ott

8em'loda was recOll,red after some m,mlhs and unIoflun ately d id 00 1 COflla.11 any data . bu1 Itle one ofl CaJ,tomia did contain some useful reco rds, They $how tha I

....

The

leasib~i1y

test has shown S61i8f al key points

1. Near ·anti podal transm,ssions are poSSible wilh electri ·
cally-drivensourco5

2

3

Future sources could be as C!U'elas 195·200 dB re
111Pa.but must be m ore fe~able th an allyth ioo culTently
on Ihe market
Single-hyd'ophone rec eivers are adequa le , but rnod e·
resolving vertical arra~ are neooe<l " some strateg ic
points to impl"O'Je Irave l time res olution 10 \hal naede(!
to detect climate change in the ocean
A $rT1al num ber 01 wktely distribute<l sou rces ere require<lto obla in adeq uate ooverage ol lhe large shadOW'l
lOl1es leltby HIFT
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6. Atrtvlll ~'me del p/Ol$ lor 0tllI
receptiOfl llt ASClJl>siOfl/a) andChtis lmll5 IslanC15 (1J
). Note the looQerpersisr8t1C8
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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some higher order mode s appll ar to have survived the
tran s·Pacilic path . aJlhough preci se moda l identification is
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Reflectivity Of Sand Seabeds At A Frequency
OflO Hz
.
Marshall V. Hall
DSTO Maritime Operations Division
Jones Bay Road, Pyrmont, NSW 2009
Abstract: Acoustic transmission loss in shallow water is sensitive to the plane-wave reflection coefficient
(R) of the sea-floor, which can be affected by the shear modulus profile. For the purpose of demonstrating
this effect, marine sand is modelled as a visco-elastic, one-phase medium in which density is constant, the
first Lame modulus (.1.) is constant, and the shear modulus (G) is isotropic and increases With depth in accordance with the results of relevant measurements. Such a medium is heterogeneous, so the shear (S)
and compressional (P) displacement potentials do not in general satisfy separate wave equations. Determination of R therefore requires a fundamental analysis of the equations of elastic motion, which has
been achieved using Richards' method of weakly-coupled potentials. The resulting model, called SAMEC,
is applied to a geoacoustic profile for coarse sand (36% porosity), at a frequency of 10 Hz. The profile was
derived using the Iwaski-Tatsuoka model for Real (G), and the Biot-Stoll model for }, and Imag (G). The ratio .RIRI,' where RL is reflectivity calculated by modelling the seabed as a liquid, is always less than unity.
This retio IS a minimum at grazing angles of about half the critical grazing angle, and at these angles its value (at 10 Hz) is -0.2 dB. For transmission of 10 Hz sounds in water 200 m deep, over a coarse-sand
seabed, the corresponding effect is to increase the Transmission Loss at 100 km range by 13 dB.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Sound transmission in the ocean is affected by the reflectivity (R) of the seabed, especially in shallow water. This
paper considers a sand seabed and the depth dependence
of its shear modulus, and addresses the effect of coupling
between compressional and shear waves on its refiectivity.
It will be shown that long-range Transmission Loss is sensitivetothis effect. Attention will be focussed on the lower
boundary of the audlo-frequency band, namely 10Hz. The
effectsofroughnessofthesea-floorwillbeneglected,slnce
only extremely rough sea-floors would cause significant
scattering at a frequency of 10Hz.

The results of many measurements have indicated that the
shear modulus of an unconsolidated granular medium dependsonPc,theaverageofthethreeorthogonalinter-grain
pressures, or "confining pressure" [Stoll 1989, p. 89j:
G=LPcP,
(2)

Only one type of seabed will be addressed, namely a halfspace of unconsoiidated uniform coarse sand grains. Shallow reflecting layers (presumablyofconsolidatedgrainsj often occur in continental shelves, but their effects are beyond
the scope of this paper.
The acoustic properties of the seabed are the terms that are
substitutedintothewaveequationandtheboundaryconditions in order to determine itsreflectivity.lngeneral,these
properties are the profiles of the density and the elastic
moduli. The density Pb of unconsolidated seabed is either
measured or calculated by averaging the densities of the
granularmaterial,Pr,andtheporewater,pw,takingintoaccount the porosity ~ of the seabed:
Pb= ~Pw +(1- ~)Pr·

(1)

Under the assumption that the elasticity at any point is isotropic, only two elastic moduli are required, and of those
available the bulk (B) and shear (G) moduli will be discussed. A third parameter, the Lame modulus (J..b), will
sometimes be referred to. This modulus is related to Band
Gby[Poliard, 1977,p. 14]:
B= Ab+2/3G.
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wherethecoefficientLis independent of Pc. Typical results
for the exponent p have lain between OA and 0.6. According
to Contact theory [Stoll 1989, p. 54J,p= 1/3. For their lowest
strain of 10-6 , Iwasaki and Tatsuoka [1977] concluded from
their measurements that
p=OA;
and that (converted to S.l. units),
L=900(2.17-e)2(1Q4g)O.6,O.61<e<O.86.

(3)

where e, the void ratio, is related to porosity bye = ~/(1-~)
[The corresponding range of porosities for Eq. (3) is 0.38 </l
<0.46].
Theconfiningpressurewithinagranularmediumiscalculated as follows. For a medium under its own weight only, and
forconstantpb,theverticalinter-grain(effective)pressureat
depth z is qiven by ':

(4)

whereg is gravitational acceleration. In terms of the Lame
modulus Aband shear modulus G, Hooke's law for stress O"ik
in an isotropic medium may be written [Pollard, 1977, p. 14]:
O"ik=Ab(Ell + £12+ £33)Oik + 2GEik,
where Ejkare the strains. Since there is no horizontal normal
strain(EJ1=OandQ2=O),theresultingverticalnormalstrain
E33is given by
-P e(z)=0"33=(Ab+ 2 G)E33.

and the horizontal pressures are each given by
-Ph(Z);<Jll;<J22;Ab£33·

on a firm footing. Porosity may be estimated from the mean
gr<lin-size using the scatter-diagram published by Hamilton
and Bachman [1982]5, but in actual seabeds there is a
spread in grain-size and grain-shapes.

The average of the three pressures is therefore:
PcCZ);-(Ab + 2/3 G) £33
_

Ab+2G/3 Pe(z).

- Xb+2G

(5)

The numerator and denominator in Eq.(5)arethe bulk and
plane-wave elastic moduli respectively.
From Eqs. (2) and (5), it can be seen that G depends on Pc,
which in turn depends on G. Obtaining the G(z) profile is
therefore not a straightforward process. Near the sea-floor
however,G«Ab,and Pc in Eq. (2) maybe replaced byP e,
which is given by Eq. (4).
At the sea-floor (z e O),the inter-grain confining pressure is
zero and the shear modulus there, denoted byG(O), is also
zero. Since seabeds are two-phase coupled media (comprising water and solid grains),there are two bulk (or compressional) waves, called the first and second kind waves.
The corresponding bulk moduli will be denoted by BI and
B2respectively. Since G(O); 0, the bulk modulus of the first
kind of wave at the sea-floor, BI(Z;O), is obtained by averaging the compressibilities of the granular material (Brl) 2
and the porewater(Bw-l),to give the Wood (1941) equation:
1 /Bl(O); ~/Bw+(I-~)/Br.

At depth z beneath the seafloor, BI(Z),which is quasi-real
(Imag Bj « Real B», is given approximately by
BI(z);BI(O)+~B(z),

where~B(z)

is the Bulk modulus of the granular structure if
it were in a vacuum but subjected to the same confining
pressure.L<.BisproportionaltoG (which is unaffected by the
presenceofliquid),andthecoefficientofproportionalitydependsonthegrain packing and the elastic Poisson ratio of
thegranularmateria13. Data cited by Hamilton [1976] for the
compressional and shear speeds in unconsolidated seabeds indicate that these speeds vary with confining pressure in such a way that Ab is slowly varying, at least for
depths up to the order of 100m.
The dispersion in the three elastic moduli (BI, B2, and G)
and the corresponding Kramers-Kronig causality peakss in
the spectra of their imaginary parts are calculated from the
seabed's geophysical properties using the Biot[1956J porous medium theory as developed largely by Stoll [1989].
From examples presented by Yamamoto [1983], it can be
seen that the bulk modulus of the second kind of wave (B2)
is proportional to G and increases with frequency, but
whereas G is quasi-real, B2 at low frequencies is quasiimaginary (RealB2 « Irnag B2). Since IB21; 0 at z ; 0, its effect on water-borne sound should be small: as frequency
decreases the longer waves sense the value ofB2 at greaterdepth,butthis.isoffsetbythefrequency-dependentdecrease in B2.
A useful list of the 13 geophysical inputs required for the
Biot theory has been presented by Holland and Brunson
[1988]. Some of these properties, such as structure factor
(a),porosity;permeability, andpore-size(ap),arecorrelated
with grain-size. The Biot'Stoll theory gives plausible predictions for a structure of uniform spheres, but its extension
to a wide variation in grain sizes or grain shapes is not yet

3. THE REFLECTIVITY COEFFICIENT
Sincetheseabedisasolid,bothverticallypolarizedshear
(SV) and compressional (Pj wave motions are excited in it by
an incident compressional wave. In a heterogeneous solid
mediumtheSVandPdisplacementpotentialsdonotingeneral satisfy separate wave equations [Richards, 1974]. Gradients in the G(z) profile cause continuous coupling between
thePandSVvibrations, the significance of which increases
as frequency decreases (longer wavelengths will sense a
larqar value tor G) s .

Determination of R therefore requires either: (i) that the
seabed be characterized by a number of homogeneous
layers and the separate wave equations solved using the
Thomson-Haskell method - e.g. Fryer [1981J; or (ii) that a
fundamental analysis of the equations of elastic motion be
undertaken. The latter has been achieved [Hall, 1990Jusing
Richards' [1974] method of weakly-coupled potentials. In
Hall'sretlectivitymodel,pbisassumedtobeindependentot
depth,andAbisgivenby

wherem is a constant", For the G(z) profile as given by Eq.
(2), the derivative G'(O)does not exist (since the exponentp
< 1)6. In order to obtain an analytictunctiontorG,and one
tor which the second derivative at the sea-floor is zero, as is
required to keep the analysis tractable, Gis modelled by:
G(z);

_r~z~_

(6)

(I +kz 2 /D2)1l.3 ,

where Dis the grain diameter, and kis around 4 9 • The initial gradient r is chosen so that Eq. (6) will be consistent
with Eqs. (2) and (5) at z » D. In the mathematical analysis,
the depth component (Z)otthePdisplacement potential in
theseabedsatistiesasecondorderlineardifferentialequation whose coefficients aretunctions ofG and its derivatives
up to third-order 10 . An expression tor R is obtained by requiring the fields to satisfy the boundary condilions (continuity ot normal particle displacement and normal stress) at the
sea-floor.
Since the real part ofG increases without bound as depth
becomes infinite, there is no loss of either compressional or
shear energy to infinite depth 11.
The geophysical properties tor the case of a uniform coarse
quartz sand (Mean grain diameter; 0.7 mm [0.5 o-units],
standard deviation ;0), underlying a water medium whose
density and sound-speed are 1024 kglm3 and 1520m/s respectively, were calculated as; porosity =0.36 [Hamilton and
Bachman, t982]; density; 2065 kglm3lEq. (1)]; and static
permeability; 3.2x 1O-IOm2 [Holland and Brunson, t988].
By solving the resulting (quadratic) compressional frequency
equation (Stoll, t989. p. 15) at 10 Hz, the compressional

:o~6n9~-~~~dm~~. ~h~~:::r-f~~~~U~~~yb:~~~~~~d[i~o~,el~~g~
p.t9]issolvedtorshear-speedc satanarbitrarylarge
depth. The corresponding value ofG is Pbcs2, which when
substilutedintoEq. (2) yields L;(1.47+ i 0.018) x 106S1
units.
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The corresponding result calculated from the reflectivity
model is shown in Figure 1 as a function of grazing angle.
The solid curve shows the reflectivity obtained when
couplingbetweenthePandSYwavesisinciuded,whilelhe
dashed curve shows the approximate result obtained iflhe
coupling is neglected. It can be seen that negiectingthe
coupling over-estimates IRI, particularly at about half the
critical grazing angle, where the difference is 0.2 dB. At higherfrequenciesthe effect of the coupling would be less, because as the wavelength decreases the wave senses a lowervalueofG.

On running the normal-mode program STOKES [Hall, 1992]
with a water depth of 200 m, Mode 1 at 10 Hz was found to
have a damping rate of 0.213 dB/Km, whereas the nocoupling approximation resulted in a value of 0.086 dB/Km.
Over a range of 100 Km,the difference in TLshould therefore be 13 dB. This is borne out by the example calculation
ofTLshownin Fig. 2 (for which the source and receiver are
both at a depth of 50 mi. At 100 Km, the correct TL is 102 dB
and the no-coupling approximation predicts a TL of 89 dB.
Figure 2 can also be used to examine the impactthatneglect of coupling has on detection ranges. If the threshold
TL for detection were, for example, 85 dB, then the corresponding detection ranges would be 67 and 40 Km respectively. Neglect of coupling in the seabed can therefore
result in a significant over-estimation of the detection range .
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Figure 1. Reflectivityvs Grazingang/e ofa coarse quartz
sand at frequencyIOHz. Key:
Coupling
between P and SV waves included; - - - - - PoSY
Couplingneg/ected.
An Interesting feature of the reflectivity results is the difference between the calculated critical angle at the sea-floor
and the apparent critical angle from the curve. The reason
for this is that at low-frequency, the absorption is small and
the waves refracted at significant depths make a significant
contribution to the reflection. Thus at 10 Hzthe apparent critical angle is about 32°, whereas the sea-floor critical angle
is arcos (1520/1693) =26°. At higher frequencies, with higher absorption, sub-bottom refraction will be negligible and
the apparent critical angle will merge with the sea-floor value.

4. TRANSMISSION LOSS IN THE WATER
COLUMN
Although an error in reflectivity of 0.2 dB over a limited range
of angles does not appear to be significant, it can be important for long range Transmission Loss (TL) in shallow
water because the number of reflections will be large. Most
normal-mode TL models require the geo-acoustic parametersofthe half-space to be specified as constants within a small number of layers. In order to replicate the reflectivity curves shown in Fig.l, the geo-acoustic
parameters for cases with and without coupling were given
values as follows 12:
Coupling Included
Compressional Speed (m/s)
Shear Speed (m/s)
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Coupling Neglec1ed

120 L . . - L . . - L - L - L - L - L - L - L . . - L . . . . . . J
o W W ~ 40 ~ H m ~ ~ m
HorizontalrangelKmJ
Figure 2. Transmission Loss at frequency
10Hz in water of depth 200 m over a coarse quartz sand
seabed. Key: as for Fig. 1

5. CONCLUSIONS
(a) An intrinsic property of an unconsolidated seabed is that
it is inhomogeneous by virtue of the depth-dependence of its
elastic moduli. There is therefore coupling between the
shear and compressional waves.
(b) For coarse sand at a frequency of 10Hz, omission of this
coupling can increase the predicted seabed reflectivity by
0.2 dB, and cause long-range Transmission Losstobesignificantlyunder-estimated.
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FOOTNOTES
1 the hydrostatic pressure is subtracted from the total pressure
since it does not contribute to the inter-grain stress (ifthegraindensny were equal to the water density, the inter-grain stress would be
zero)
2 It is of interest in this context to compare the propertiesotcalcite

:i~i~~~~:~i~~I:r2(g~~~0::'ni~~~t5~i~~;~I~ ~~s~:::e~i~~hJr~~~ ~~;;;

bulk moduli are quite different (77 and 38 GPa). Hence it is importantto also know the mineralogy of a seabed.
3 For face-centred cubic packing of uniform spheres (I>= 0.260),
"'B= 2/3 G (independent of the grain Poisson ratio V) and the
depth-variation in Lame Modulus (1'oA) beneath the sea-floor is zeroo
For simple cubic packing (I>=O.476),"'B
=

3~i~:/

G and "'A =

~

G.(Forquartz, V=0.15.)

4 The Kramers-Kronig relations between the real and imaginary
parts of a coefficient of proportionality between a cause and an ef-

feet, such as a modulus of elasticity, are derived from the conditions
that the cause and effect are both real functions, and that the effect
cannot precede the cause
5 Care must be taken not to apply their regression equation to a
seabed whose mean grain-size is coarser than 2<1>, for which it will
predict too Iowa porosity (as can be seen from the scatterdiagram).
6 Conventional analyses (Stoll, 1989) treat the sediment as homo-

~~~:o~~d~~~ ~~:~~f~:v~~edict no coupling between the fast bulk
7 For simple cubic packing of grains, m=""y"(forquartzgrains,m=O.177)
1- V
8 A simple way to handie this singularity would be to represent G(z)
byaHeavisidestepfunctionatthesea-f1oor(z=O),butthereisn0
obvious choice for the constant value to be ascribed to G.
90nthe basis that, for simple cubic packing, the grains inthefirst
layer touch 5/6 as many grains as those in the underlying layers, so
the shear modulus at depth 0/2 should be reduced bythatfactor(in

~~d~t,hi~ :~:~~~n~~6~~):;~~n~g~~~s~~k~) can be shown that
9(d-l)
10 Quasi Pand Spotentials in the seabed satisfy (coupled) second
order linear differential equations. By requiring displacement and
slresstosatisfyboundaryconditionsatlhesea-floor,anexpression
is derived for Rthat includes, amongst otherlhings, gradientG'(O)
and ratio Z(O) IZ'(O), where Z(z) is the quasi P potential function.
ProvidingG"(O)=O,RisindependentofthequasiSpolential.lnthe
Born approximation, Z(O) IZ'(O) is unaffected by coupling to or from
thequasiSwave. The initial value ofZ'(z) IZ)z) ata large depth is
obtained by converting the second-order d.e.10 a Helmholtz equation (the coefficient of which depends on G and it derivatives
through to fourth order) and solving this using theWKB method
The ratio Z'(z) IZ(z) is given byaRiccati expression that is integratednumericallyfromthelargedepthtothesea-floor.
11 If G and Abare both real, there is no loss of sound energy to
heat,andIRI=1atanygrazingangle.
12 The sound-speed in the water column was set to a constant

~~~~~~d~P. :n~5;~~~~~sf~~~m:it~~~i~~s ~:t:~n~: ~~~~ht~:i~~

flectivitycurvein Fig. 1. at the angle where the difference between
the two curves is the greatest (namely around 15').

The Ultimate Limits of Lithography
In t959 the celebrated physics Nobel laureate Richard Feynman first posed the question: "Why can't we write the Encyclopaedia Brittanica on a pinhead?". If an electron beam could be focused to a spot only one atom in diameter, he reasoned, then it might interact with individual atoms on a surface and writing on an atomic scale would be possible.
Recent advances in electron optics have now made this feat possible. A group at Cambridge University have used a focused
electron beam (diameter of beam 0.5 nm) to write a portion of the Encyclopaedia Brlttanlca sufficiently small to demonstrate
that the entire Encyclopaedia could indeed be put on a pinhead. The same technique has been used to write the Institute of
Physics logo by cuttlnq dots through a piece of amorphous aluminium oxide 50 nm thick. Each dot has a diameter of 5 nm
which is 50 times smaller than currently possible with conventional optical lithography.
Advances in lithography have enabled dramatic progress to be made in microelectronics. In t960 there was one device on a
silicon chip - now there can be over 50 million. The potential to produce structures ten times smaller than currently available
will greatly increase the power of semiconductor technology. If structures tOO or 1000 times smaller can be produced a new
breed of quantum device may be possible. Nanometre-scale lithography will also be increasingly used to develop nanostructures for biological and medical applications.
(Extracted from 'Ultimate limits of lithography' by C Morgan, G S Chen, C Boothroyd, S Bailey and C Humphreys in Physics
World, November 1992).
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Acoustic Bottom Backscatter Measurements At
High Frequencies
M.W. Lawrence , J.L Thompson, M.J. Bell
Materials Research Labo ratory ,
Defence Science and Technology Organization ,
Pyrmont, NSW, Aust ralia
Abstract: The backscatter01 acous~c energy from tile sea floor lias been measuredin shallow water, at
acoustic !reqUenci9S of JOOkHz and 200 kHz. Me8suremtmfs arfJ rf~prH1ed for a Iocatian off Cairns with a
muddy-sand bottom with extensive biotUtbavon . Measurements were made as a function of acoustic graz·
ing angle and az imuth , Site environmental measuremfmts were also made. /0 characterize in de/ail the
arBa of Ihe aCO<JS/ic measuremOOfS The equipment developed for eeso measurementsis briefly aoscribBd.

1.INTROOUCTION
The backscaner01acousncenergy trcm the sea

"oaf is ot

reccntne attitUde of the sfructura , and wrth a compass
pot tte oriema tionDfthe structure

to re-

significance 10 the performance of active sonar systems

The beckeceneree energy gives a background signal
against which a sonar must work.
Expe rimentally determined bottom bac kscattering stren gth has bee n reported
by a number 01 authors , includ ing McKi rlrleyandAnderson,

[1] Boehme etal 12] and Stannic et er (3) Since the basic
proc esses invoMld in high -frequency bottom backscanering
are nc t ccmpletefy urcerstccc . direct measureme nl50fthis
parameter are required in order to help in the develop ment
and verification of mode ls. The measure men ts reported
here are the tirst measurements in the Aust ralian regio n of
bottom backscatter at such high frequencies
T his paperbrieMy descr ibes the equ ipmenl used to make the
backscatter measurements , the measurements themselves
and the supporting enviro nmenta l measu rements . The
acoust ic meas ueernents were p erformed over a ranae of
graz ing angles rrcm 2· to 90 ·. Az imuthal dependence 01 the
backscatte r was also inves tigated .
The env ironmenta l
measurerreets included side -scan sonar survey, soun dspe edprofiles,sedimenisamplesandstereopho1og raphy .

2 . EQUIPMEN T
Two distinct sets 01 apparatus were used to col lect data on
bottom backscanetinq. In both cases
apparatu s was
mounted on the sea floo r and used a mechan ism for moving
ctrecnonertransduce rs so as to ensonify the sea floo r at ortferent ang les. The electronic pac kage used lor control ling
the expenrrem and collecting the data was the same lor
each case

ee

Tt1e firs l se t ofapparat1Js, known as the towe r, was based
on a structure consist ing of a metallrame-work tower mountad on a stee l reinforced conc rete base (Figure 1). The
transducers were loc ated at the very top of the IOWOf co a
pan and@ mechanis m which allowed the transducers to be
trained in eleva tion and azimuth . The underw ater atecnones package was moun ted within the metal structure.
The cerrse of the trans ducers was 4.84 m above the sea
floo r, the ccncete cese was 1.55 mwide. and the towertaperadtoa width of 0,40 m al the base of the pan aJld 1m
mechan ism. T he tower was jnstru mentec with lilt soosors to
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Figure 1. Arrangement of lower on sea floor, showing
umbi/ica/losurlace
T he tower a jows measurement of bottom backscanerlng
strellgth as a funClion of graz ing angle, wrth measurements
able to be made al grazi ng angles from 50· to 2.5· . It is inherent in Ihis lechnique that the regio n of the sea floo r be ing
enson~ied is not identical for eact19raz in9 angle, The abilrty
to sweep the transducers in azim uth euewsthe variat ion of
backscatter with azimuth to be inve stigated
Tt1e seco nd set of apparatus , known as lt1e frame , was
based Oil a structure of a metal frame·work cube of approxima tely 3 m on each sid e (Figure 2). Attached to the
base of Ihe cube was an A·f rame whict1 could be rotated
about an axis close to the sea flool. Thetlansducerswere
mo unted at the tip of the A-frame with the aco ustic axis of
the transducers aligned with the direct ion ol lhe A·frame.
T hus as the A-llame was rotated , the grazing ang le of\t1e
acoust ic 8I1ergy althe sea floor also cnanqed. T he distance
from the lace of the transduce rs to the axis 01 rotat ion was
2,22 m. T he frarre was also iflStrumented with tilt sensors
and a compass. It also had a video camera and flood Ilghting. A ste reo carrere pair was mounted so as to obtai n ster eo photog raph s of the regiOl1of eccusuc bac kscatler
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gitized at lOSsamples per second and stored on optical disk
for later analysis.
Callbration ot the acoustic measuring system was performed in a configuration with the transducers facing each
other, separated by approximately 3 m (which is well beyond the near-field distance tor these transducers). By
passing a signal through the entire system, the calibration
directly included all elements. The remaining effects to be
allowed for in the actual backscatter measurement are the
acoustic path (spreading and absorption effects) and the ensonified area on the sea floor.

3. EXPERIMENTS
Figure 2. Arrangement of frame on sea floor, showing
umbilical to surface.

The frame allows measurement of bottom backscattering
strength as a function of grazing angle, with measurements
able to be made at grazing angles from 90' to 2.5'. The advantage of this apparatus is that the region of the seafloor
beingensonified remains approximately the same for each
grazing angle. A disadvantage is that the short range of
acoustic transmission results in only a small patch of the
sea floDr being ensonified;this means that the results may
be less representative than results obtained from relatively
large ensonified patches. The frame has no capability of
sweeping the transducers in azimuth.
Separate, adjacent transducers were used to transmit and
receive the acoustic energy. Each transducer had a single
circular slab of piezoelectric ceramic as the driving element.
TWDtransmit/receivepairswereused,oneatafrequencYDf
100 kHz and the other at a frequency ot 204 kHz. The
beamwidth Dfthe 100 kHz transducers was 14° and of the
200 kHz transducers was 8° on the tower and 12' on the
frame. The beamwidths at the tWD frequencies, for the
frame, were deliberately chosen to be similar in order to
measure the bottom backscatter from essentially the same
patch of sea floor,
The apparatus on the sea floor was ccntroiled by a set of
electronics mounted in a pressure tight housing. At the core
of this electronics was a PC-compatible computer. This
computer directly controlled such items as the transducer
transmit signal, the pan and tilt mechanism, the A-frame
mechanism, and the stereo camera. It also monitored the
readingsoftheinciinometers,thecDmpaSs,andthepDsition
of the moving items.
The acoustic transmit signal was sent out as a snort pulse
of energy. The mode of the transmitted pulse could be sslected between continuous wave Dr frequency-mDdulated.
The transducer transmit signal was entirely generated in
this sea-bed apparatus, with the centre frequency, pulse
length, mode type, and mode characteristics (such as
length ofFM sweep) all being set via the wet-end computer.
The wet-end electronics was connected to the ship by an
umbilical cable. This cable served to directly relay the
aCDusticreturnstothedry-end electronics on the ship, and
also served to pass control and rnonitorinq messages between the dry-end and the wet-end. At the dry-end, there
was one computer for control and monitoring of the experiment, as well as a second computerfDrdigitizingand logging of the returned acoustic data. The acoustic siqnal was
rectified and IDWpass filtered to 20 kHz 'before being diVDI20No.3-96

The experiments were carried out using the vessel HMAS
Protector in three locations off Cairns (latitude 16'S) in north
Queensland. This region is tropicat and has a muddy-sand
sea floor showing evidence of considerable bioturbation.
There are no discernable ripples or other periodic features,
but many burrow-holes and mounds are evident, the size of
which varies from a few millimetres up to 0.5 m or more in
length.
Measurement ot sediment samples from the sites of the experiments showed the sediment to be mostly mud, with the
peak value of $ varying from 3 at the shanowest slte to s at
the deepest site ($ is a logarithmic measure of grain diameter, with $ values of3 and 5 corresponding to grain diameters of 0.12 mm and 0.03 mm respectively). The water
depths were between 22 and 58 m at the various sites.
PriortothebDttom backscatter measurements, aside-scan
sonar survey was made of each area. Mosaics were constructed from the side-scan paper records and the sites for
detailed measurements were selected by referring to these
mosaics. Sites were chosen on the basis of being representativeofthe area and being uniform over the region ensonifiedduringthebackscatteringmeasurements.
Measurements of bottom backscattering strength were
made while sweeping the grazing angle and also (using the
tower) while sweeping the azimuthal angle. Measurements
were made ata number of locations in each region.
Grazing angle was varied by setting the transducer tilt to the
desired elevation. Between 0° and 15' the graZing angle
was incremented by 2.5° steps. Above 15' graZing, the interval was 5'. The actual grazing angle of transmissions
was calculated by taking into account the transducer tilt and
the structure inclination inX and Y directions (orthogonal in
horizontal plane).
The length of sample recorded was varied with grazing angle,ensuringthatitalwaysextendedbeyondthetimeinterval of the return. At each grazing angle, acoustic returns
from 50 pings (acoustic pulses) were recorded.
Stereo photographs of the sea floor were taken from the
frame,duringthebackscatteringmeasurements. The sound
speed profile was measured during each acoustic measurement either by direct measurement of sound speed or by
calculation from measured temperature and salinity.

4. RESULTS
ThebottombackscatteringstrengthSbiscalculatedfrom
Sb = RLb-SL+4010gr+2ar-l010gA
where SL is source level, RLb is reverberation level, r is
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range, a is absorption coefficient (Francois and Garrison
[4]), and Ais the area of sea bottom ensonified. The area
ensonified depends on both the transducer beam pattern
and the acoustic pulse length. At the high frequencies and
warm temperatures occurring during these measurements,
the choice of absorption model is important.
For each acoustic pulse, or ping, the mean level of the
backscatter return was calculated by taking RMSaverageof
data points corresponding to a narrow spread ofanglescentered about the grazing angle. Thus time discrimination is
used to select a narrow angular aperture, which was chosen
tovarywiththesecantofthegrazinganglefrom±1'at60'
grazing, to ±OS at2.5'grazing.

the backscatter at 200 kHz is measured to be slightly less
than at 100 kHz, contrary to the prediction of most models.
It is intended to report in a later publication a more detailed
account of the backscatter results obtained and of the anciliary environmental measurements. Fitting of the data with
sophisticated bottom backscattering models will also be investigated.

o

The linear average and standard deviation of the RMS valueswerethen computed from 50 pings. Pings whose average level was more than 3 standard deviations from the
mean were rejected from the data set. The mean of the fil~:;~~ndata set was recalculated to give the average bottom
The beam patterns of the transmit and receive transducers
were circularly symmetric, and the ensonified area of the
bottom was taken to be the projection on the bottom of the
circular beam at the -3 dB points of the beam. At most angles the area was further limited by the pulse length, resuiting in the ensonified area being given by
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Figure 3. Bottom backscattering strength, frequency
lOa kHz, shallow site NI, tower measurement.

where ~ is the beamwidth of the transducer, c is the speed
ofsound,listhepulselength,and8 gisthegrazingangle.
Some typical results are presented here. Figures 3 and 4
show results, at frequencies of 100 and 200 kHz respectively, for the deepest site (water depth 58 m and<IJ:
5). These results were obtained with the tower, used over
five different azimuths each separated by 45'. In these figures,thedifferentpointshapesrepresentdifferentazimuths. Figure 5 shows results, at frequency of 100 kHz,
obtained with the frame at the shallowest site.
The continuous curve shown on each of these figures is a
least squares fit proportional to the square of the sine of the
grazing angle. It is evident that this curve underestimates
the backscatter at small grazing angles and overestimates
at large angles.
Asisevidentinthesefigures,littleazimuthaldependenceof
backscatter was observed. By comparing Figures 3 and 4,
the difference between 100 kHz and 200 kHz can be examined. The 2 dB excess of the backscatter at 100 kHz
compared to 200 kHz is typical for the results obtained. By
comparing Figure 5 with Figures 3 and 4, it is evident that
the scatter in results for the frame is considerably larger
than the scatter for the tower. This is probably caused by
the averaging of backscatter over a largerensonified area
for the tower measurements.
Although not illustrated here, we can report that the mean
backscatter results from the tower and the frame were quite
close to each other. Also, backscatter results comparing
frequency-modulated and continuous pings also were quite
close to one another.

5. CONCLUSION
The techniques developed have permitted accurate measurements of bottom backscattering strength. Measurements have shown consistent results. It is noteworthy that
Acoustics Australia

Figure 4. Bottombackscatteringstrength, frequency
200 kHz, deep site NI, tower measurement.
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FigureS. Bottombackscalteringstrength, frequency
lOa kHz, shallow site WI, frame measurement.
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Acoustic Scattering from the Sea Surface
C. Macaskill
School of Mathematics and Statistics
University of Sydney, N.S.W. 2006

Abstract: This paper gives a brief summary of current theoretical and numerical work on the problem of
scattering from the sea surface. The surface is treated as a random process. The Kirchhoff and perturbation theories for this problem are summarised. The direct numerical treatment of the problem for a
model surface varying in one dimension only is discussed and a summary of some recent results is given.
Finally the extension of these techniques to deal with the fUlly three-dimensional problem of scattering from
a two-dimensional surface is briefly outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION
When sound propagates through the ocean scatteringoccurs in the vicinity of the sea surface due to a number of
mechanisms. These include volume scattering caused by
changes in sound speed in the upper ocean, interaction with
bubble plumes near the sea surface and surface scattering
at the rough interface between the
sea and the atmosphere. All three processes are significant and all three
are usually present in practice. Volume scattering in the
ocean has been studied extensively both analytically and
experimentally in the last twenty years, and significant advances have been made (Ewart and Reynolds [1], FlaM et
al [2], Uscinski [3]). Bubbles are present near the sea surface for a number of reasons, but in particular they are
formed by plunging breakers. Indeed by studying the acoustic backscattering from the bubble distributions near the sea
surface using relatively simple sonar apparatus, Farmer
and co-workers have been able to infer much about the
two-dimensional distribution of breaking surface waves, a
problem that has defied analysis by more conventional
oceanographic measurement techniques. Such work has
been at the forefront of the new field of acoustic oceanography (see for example Farmer and Vagle [4]). Henyey
[5] gives a theoretical treatment of scattering from these
near-surface bubble plumes. The third process, scattering
of sound at the interface of the ocean and the atmosphere,
is discussed below.

2. FORMULATION OF THE SCATTERING
PROBLEM
It is reasonable to model the ocean surface as a random
process, where the one-point probability density function of
wave amplitude is approximateiy normal (Phillips [6]). The

process isthen completely specified by its auto-correlation
function, or equivalently the fourier transform of this quantity, the power spectrum. Recent work has done much to
elucidate the precise form of this spectrum in two dimensions (see Banner [7]). The scattering problem is solved for
each ofa number of statistically independent realizations of
the surface, and then an ensemble average over realizationsistaken.Foreachsuchsurfaceitisassumedthat
one can model the scattering as a frozen problem, where
the surface is time-independent. Implicit in such modelling is
Acoustics Australia

anergodicassumption,inthattimeaveragesaresupposed
to be equivalent to ensemble averages.
The formulation of this scattering problem, which is linear,
butinherentlystochastic,iswell-understood,andwecanobtainaFredholm integral equation of the second kind for the
normal derivative of the pressure field. If the pressure field is
writtenp(x,y,z) ,then the normal derivative of the pressure
on the surface z = ~(x,y)satisfies the integral equation

where the notation

-f,; represents the normal derivative.

This result is derived from the Helmholtz integral formula
(see, e.g. Holford [8]). The mean location of the surface is at
z=Owherecartesian coordinates (x,y,z) are chosen with the
x-andy-axisparallel to the mean level of the surface and
the z-axis normal to it. The rough 5 surface is given by
z = ~(x,y), where ~(.t,y)has Gaussian statistics and has the
appropriate correlation function. Thermssurface height is h.
For the three-dimensional scattering problem,for example,
where the surface varies in two dimensions, the Green's

function,G(r)=~exp(ikr),Wherer=lx-x'l.x=(x,y,~(x,y))

andx'=(x',y',~(x',y')), For a two-dimensional approximation
where one assumes a corrugated surface, i.e, varying in
one dimension only, the appropriate Green's function is a
Hankel function,

The above formulation is valid for an arbitrary incoming
pressure field Pi",- and acoustic wave number k, and assumes a Dirichlet boundary condition at the ocean surface,
which arises as the pressure is essentially zero there (a
'pressure release' boundary condition), Note that the normal
pressure gradient apex',)"~) ,which is to be determined,
()v'

appears inside the integral operator, so that inversion of (1)
is required to find it. Once the pressure gradient on the surface has been found by some means, an expression can be
written down for the evaluation of the scattered wave at any
point away from the surface:
p( x) = Pin,N + ~

If, a~~) ap~~') dS'

(2)
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SOLUTION PROCEDURES

The difficulty in solving equation (1) arises from several
sources. First,thesurfacez=!;(r,y),lsastochasticquantity, which appears explicitly in the kernel of the integral
equation through the Green's function evaluated on the surface. Secondly, for realistic models of the sea surface (i.e.
realistic correlation functions) there is a wide range of
scales present. In addition the two-dimensional nature of
the surface presents difficulties in any numerical procedure
where a large number of surface features, and hence mesh
points, must be considered.
There are two major strategies that may be tried in order to
make progress. The first is to look for an analy1icai approximation to the solution of the integral equation (1). The
second is to attempt a direct numerical attack on the problem. There is a long history of analytical treatments of this
problem. The simplest, and also a method that is surprlsinglysuccessful, is the Kirchhoff approximation. In terms of
the formulation given here this corresponds to neglecting
the integral term in equation (1) and approximating
dp(X)=2dPj,,)x) . One can then evaluate the wavefield
rJv

,tv

at any point away from the surface using equation (2)
above. Indeed, the integrals involved may be manipulated
tofind the ensemble average angular distribution of energy
scattered from the surface. The crucial point is that by writing down an explicit but approximate form for the unknown
function~thenormalpressuregradientisdecoupled
dv

from the kernel of the integral equation, so makingtheproblemtractable.
An alternative approach is to expand the unknown pressure
gradient in a power series in terms of the product of the
acousticwavenumberandthermssurfaceheight,kh,andto
do the same with the kernel function. By collecting terms of
like order and solving recursiveiy, a series expression can
be developed for the pressure gradient on the surface. This
perturbation theory becomes more laborious as higher order
terms are calculated and is clearly inadequate for large kh.
Both perturbation theory and the Kirchhoff method will be inappropriate when both the rmssurface height and the rms
surface slope are large, but It would appear that In practice
such large values are not typically found in the ocean.
These two basic procedures have recently been supplemented by various new approximations that seek to take
into account the best features of the two theoretical approaches (Dashen, Henyey and Wurmser [9], Voronovich
[10]). Similarly the composite roughness approximation
(McDaniel and Gorman [11]) decomposes the surface into
two parts, a large scale and a small scale surface. The
Kirchhoff approximation is applied to the large scale surface
and perturbation theory to the small scale part of the surface. The difficulty with such approximations is that it isdifficult to estimate the conditions under which they are accurate, without resorting to direct numerical simulation. In
addition, all these techniques become more inaccurate as
thegrazingangle,i.e.theincidentanglemeasuredfromthe
horizontal,approacheszero.

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The other major line of attack that has been pursued in the
past ten years is that of direct numerical simulation.Following earlier work in optics (Axline and Fung [12],
FungandChen[13]),numericalformulationsweresetupindependently by Kachoyan and Macaskill [14, 15]'and ThorAcoustics Australia

sos [16]. Although these two approaches differ in detail, the
basic ideas are much the same. A number of realizations of
a Gaussian random surface with the appropriate correlation
function (Gaussian in the earlier work and then PiersonMoskowitz in Thorsos [17]) are generated using for example
a spectrai method, where a numerical approximation to a
white noise signal is generated and then filtered using the
desired spectrum. For one dimensional surfaces the number
of surface points treated, say N, typically varies between
256 and 1024. For each realization of the surface the integral in (1) is approximated using for example the trapezoidalrule. This leads to a system ofN linear equations involving the unknown pressure gradient at the N points on
the surface. This system can be inverted directly to find the
pressure gradient on the surface and once this is known the
scattered pressure can be found. This process Is repeated
for somewhere between 50 and 500 realizations and then
the results are averaged to give an estimate of the ensemble average angular distribution of the scattered pressure.
The results obtained using these techniques are then essentiallyexact, and they can be used over the full range of
physical parameters. Numerical limitations are found at very
low grazing angle, and when the wavenumber Is either very
large, as then it is difficult to deal with the oscillatory integrand in the integral equation, or when the wavenumber is
very small, as then very large surface lengths are required
to adequately sample a sufficient number of acoustic wavelengths.
Using this approach, Thorsos [7] has been able to assess
the adequacy of the approximate theories for an acoustic
frequency of 200 Hz, for a Pierson-Moskowitz model sea
spectrum in two-dimensional simulations. He shows that for
moderate incident angles, if all other parameters are held
constant, there is a transition from essentially specularreflection at very low wind speeds, i.e. low surface roughness,
through to scattering over a wide range of angles at larger
wind speeds, when the surface becomes rougher. In particular, the backscattering increases with surface roughness.
Thorsos has also shown that the Kirchhoff technique is especially accurate for forward scaltering in the speculardirection,butisinadequateforbackscattering.Firstorderperturbation theory on the other hand is uniformly accurate
except in the specular or forward scaltering direction. However, by including higher order terms in the perturbation
approximation, these deficiencies can be made negligible.
Interestingly, the perturbation theory is far more successful
with this more realistic power-law spectrum than it is with the
Gaussian single-scale spectrum (see Thorsos and Jackson
[18]). In summary Thorsos finds that analy1ical techniques
work reasonably well in practice (e.g. accuracy to within 23dB for an acoustic frequency of 200 Hz) so long as the incidentangle measured from the horizontal is greater than
aboutl0'.

5. THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
The above discussion indicates that one might conjecture
that existing analy1icaltheories will be adequate in practice
for the full three-dimensional problem of acoustic scaltering
from a rough ocean surface. However, the numerical techniquesto confirm this supposition are stiil under developmentand,atthisstage, only preliminary results have been
obtained. The difficulty is that for a surface of dimension
N x N one arrives at a linear system of dimension N 2, so
that direct inversion, with the number of operations proVol 20 No. 3-100

portional to N 6 is not really feasible. However, Macaskill
and Kachoyan [19], have shown that iterative techniques
can be employed, giving rise to an operation count pro4.Usingthistechniquetheyhavebeenableto

portionaltoN
simulate scattering from a surface with a Gaussian correlationfunction with 64 mesh points in each coordinate direction, giving rise to a system of dimension 4096. A single realization of such a surface was treated in under 2 hours cpu
time on an Apollo 10000. It is expected that if a supercomputer were to be used, the execution time for a single
realization would be reduced to a few minutes. Using 100
realizations, good agreement was found with data collected
from a small-scale optical experiment conducted by O'Donnell and Mendez [20], even though the numerical treatment
was a scalar one, whereas polarisation effects were evident
in the experiments.

6. CONCLUSION
It is expected that future work will concentrate on further development of fUlly three dimensional scattering models and
comparison of these with data from forthcoming experimentssuch as that proposed by Ewartetal [21]. For propagation studies it will be important to includescatteringeffects in parabolic propagation codes, so that the effects of
volume and surface scattering can be treated together. To
this end, parabolic approximations to the surface scattering
treatments discussed above have been developed, using
the full solutions as benchmarks (Thorsos [22], Spivack [23,
24], McDaniel [25]). Work along these lines is continuing,
and many of the theoretical ideas discussed above will be
incorporated in parabolic propagation codes in the next few
years.
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Equ'pment l oc",ses on ee pote<1tial for
ttllmnal and mechan ica l b certects ..
lat",d to acoust ic outpt.lt ol dlagnostic ul·
tr3 sound eQuipme<11. The Standard is
US$t9 (US$ 10 for AlUM Membe rSland
can be paid by credit card.
AlUM Publicatoons. 11200 RoclM/1e
P'ke. Su,te 205 . RoclM lle. MD 20852313 9. USA; fax (J()1 /881 7303

FASTS
The Fedefation of .....str~ian $ci",ntifie
and Techno logical sccere s (F.6STSl is
develQPirlg its strategy to ga.., w~e r
support fo. Science "'ld Techoology
based pol icy. A prospectus . to be enHUed "Investment in tile Future" . will
show the kind 01 5& T pol iCYIhat is req",ired 10 llCllieve the ec onomic perlorm"",oo• •espon Slble manag",ment of
m ", el'lVironment and better QUality of
lil e that th", two majof part iesa,eptomising · but not deli vering.

M odellin g
Congress

And

Simu lat ion

The Internalio nal COf1
g' ess on Modelling

Acoustics A ust,aria

and Sim ulation will be held & 10 oec
1993 in Perth. The Modelli ng and SimulationSoc'etyorAUSl(MSSA) is an interdisci pllf'lary society which aims 10 prornote, develop and as sis t th e study and
practICe of 811 llI'eas of modelli ng and
S1rnulatlOrlln .....stra lia. lnkeepingwith
the ",nviroome nta l t-erre of this confer.
erce, acoustic modellin g is one Of the
specncto cc s for the Cong.ess , MembefS Of tile AAS are ercc...ragad to at
teed and to submil papers 10f" this COngress.
Furthe r ml'orm",ricn: AnthOn)' )aI<ematl.
CRES. ANU. GPO Box 4 C/lnl.lerT/I ACT
260 1 ; Tel (06) 2 4 9 47 42 .
FilX (061 24 9 0757

Hearing Rehabil Ita ti on
Conference
The Intem ati onalC onf",r",nce on Hea. ing
Rehabilitation will te netd in S)'dr.ey. 14 ·
18 J",ly 199 3.
The conference Pfogramme will be for speeeh patho logists,
specialist madlcal PfaClitioners. oceupauoner health l'>'O<kers and the Of)rlo
surre rs {h8fd of he8flng people . their
fil mil ieS /lnd fll endSI. Abstraetsof papars shou ld be submitted by 1 Jan
1993
Further",fOlmat;on: InremafiOnai Coole r·
ence on /fearing Refll'l>il/l afOOll. GPO
Box 128. SjI(lrJey. NS W 2001; reI (0 2J
262 2 2 77. fax (0 2) 262 2323

WESTPRAC Newsletter
The West",m Peete Commission 10'
AcoustocsMSrecetltlypubH she<trt sf..st
Newslett e,. The main act IVity for thIS
Comm ission is the organisabon of ttle
WESTPRAC Conference; lasl held in 8r is
bane in t 991 and ne,t planned for
Seoul in ~994. Those if1V(lI~ed with the
Commi sslOO come from the appropria te
scoeue s on Japan, China . Kofea. 510.
gapor e . Australia. New Zealand and
Hong Kong, The Items in the Newsletler
inc lude a histol)' 01 WESTPRAC from the
CurrentChai,m an, Or Ken' jt l lI ido. e re
pen on WESTPRAC IV and d",script loos
of the Aeoustical seeeues er CNnaand
Korea.

~~:r~::~~~i.:~~~:o ~:r:~e

iSllt ions Of any si:e and included protession alproduetionassistarlCe.

Int eractive Computer
Pack age

WorlISilfe .....suenahas developed anInteeecuee. multimedia compute f based
I.ain ing ptogram whiet1 Ile lps staff exeicee • using audio, graphic and phot ographic un agea . how d e~ as lal i n g nearing loss can be in everyday life. The
prog.am also places tI1e user in a sfmu'ateQworllplace sett ing wl>ere skills in
.eeognrsing risk and deveiopong $Oluucoe to noise problem s can be prllV
usee. The package runs on IBM co mpat
ible 3B6 comput ers unde r DOS or OS/2
and is ""aijable ffomWo.ksal eA ust.alia
lor $850 (le i 02 565 955 5l.

Unifo rmity for OHS
tne spec ial Premle . s· meel", g

in late
199 1 agreed tha I nat ional unif o,mily in
occupat ional health and sarely stan(liII'ds must be achie ~' e d by tIM! end of
1993. 1f\ .e spOn5e tothe uniform ity init <atrve. Worksa f", '\us t. a1ia has estab Hshed 8 tnPll rt<te tesec-c e to de\If!lop and implem",nt a Sl ral elil.)' to
achieve uniformity. Tllistaskfo.cecomprises re Pfflt.entati~es from the CAl.
1<CTU and r",presentatives f.om the
Slat e s and Tefr ltories. The first la sks
are to 6evelop a Ira meworl<. 0 1 ceregc nes of h azards. priof itise the cat
egcnes and es tabli sh anmetaoie

Human Vibratio ns
In Maren 1993, Prof M Grtrftn. from the
Human Fact~ ReseBfCh Group at ISVR.
SO!JtM mpiOO. will be Vlsit>ng th",
ern Stat",s and partic ipating in Seminars
and discussions on the ettects 01 ~ Ib.a
toons on h umans. The serninars will be
he~ ineonj",ncli oo withWorl< safe ",,",51.
and ~arious o tne! inler eSled Socieli es.

rest-

F",rttlerinformal ion;AcouSIH,;S aIld VIbralion Centrfl . AuSI Defence !'orce Acad emy. Canberra. ACT 2600. r ei (00) 268
82 41 FilA (OO) 268 8276

Act ion Levels for Noise In WA

has •.. Work plac es
won an award at F...t ....esa re 9 2. Spo",
On 22 Septe mber . the West ,\ustral ian
MiniSl erlor Product ivity and LabolJr Rescree by the National Safe\}' Council of
AliSt.a lia and TeleCom Mobilenet. \he
lat ioos . announce d the inleflllDn to low-"
erthe actronlevellornoisein lllework
award ,ecogn,ses !he errecuve prod...ction 01 ~ideo-aided t.aining pack
place from 90dB( A) 10 8 5 dll(A l. in line
ages. The video. wtl ich is part of Work.
With the NatiOnar Stand ard recently
safe '\"' stra liil ' s Managing Nois", at
adopted byWorl<safe Australia. The new
level will t~e ertect from 1 JailWork Training Kit. was chosen f,om 11
l.lal)' 1993
entr e s in t ile category open to organ.

ecnc«

Vol 20 No. 3-103

Code of Practice for Nois e In
t he Music Indust ry
In July. tNt Com!Tlisl'oner lor OtiS in
WA re/e ase-d the Cede 01 P,acrictt for
Contl'Dlo!Noi~onrtltl Musoc:fm~
~lndusrry.ThisPfOV'O"jlfKt>eal

Itralec;esbl"pet'SOnIlI'llhe onduSl/)'1O

ensu<e oompl,a'W;e MtI'I OI1S&W rep
1atIon$. ThisCOClft..... . OUlionecl ~ JoIln

-

Mae~. hom lhe ~ at
the 5ePlen"t>ermtf'1.... oltt>e WA OM-

mentoflhe$ound ievelmetttr. H'I
work onme asunni 81fc,al'l nOlHii ~ rt
ofthecontJnUinirevisionanddew\OO-

ment of 1S0 3891 . IndescnbiollNoevelQpment of the SlM he aI!oO do.
CUSsedU'le ornpoIIance of !he peak
fMl)OnSt' 10, .. itlSsment of ompulliYe

N¢tiCeishe<ebyJ!Ve"lU'lat eMectrve

Hearing Aid Technology

I!'om 151 My . 1992 ,Bardlty[na;ineemg
pty. Lmned 0112 C81al8l'lO RI)ad. CanrmgVllIe.W.A.lsnoloret"thelioMcee

RecenI actollncn in hoaV'C- ' tech-

noIoCY'_.. doSCllI5e'<lby St topMft JIttI
GfouP.Theapproac:hofthe~S
I

Fo", ... artls

IOf,,~lerlcelllacouShC
S

slu d,es have been maoe : Owen CIlurch
(GoppslandC ampus), Flittlard Mills IClay
lonMect1Eng)andAnd.ewKfeI {CI~on

crcr.

f'ysiCs) of Mona sh Unl ve'Slt y and
gioPllOI uceI \Aj)plied Pn)'!lics l ofFi MIT.

President 's Present at ion
In May. 1.hefed erltlPnl SlOenlof lheSoc.et)', I"rof ~ Hookaf.spol<e al a

tectncal meetJ~ofIl>e WAOOvtucon.

He dlseus sed tnllItl ff'eoQuerq e l<C
ll atIOn
of"~luOefof'8bsofllbOn

meMurementsandlM)llo.onWWlOShfelds
IOf II'l'IPUI SM! noose rnell5Ufements. At

tNSmeewc.. M............. . IromKaJ-

goorIoeSclloolofMtnel.soughtcom~sonnoiset:Clf"ltroll'ne'lhod'5lora;r

lef;0'iIs.

Orbtta l Engine Company Tour
The acoustlC and ....br8I.Jonpoocr ammes
oltheOrbotal Ef'Ci ne<:omoarrr~re(fi$
~sed ~ John Stn )'th81

a WA Iectl

nieel meeting in Jtme , The majorworl<.
oflhil~any isthe developmenl ofa

3 C)'hndl!f. 2 slro ~8 car eng if\e using !he
Or!)ltal fuel iniec!.ion system. The te am
h.. made sigl'llfieanlim~lsin
the noise emISSIOnS Iro rn In e en&ine uSlrlt !e(;hNqUes slICh ., IInfie element
anarys,S and modal analy$l,10 idef11i1')o
nooHsourtesarodm",imiHnoI'Se.adiitIlllf'I lrom tl'le ~ bloclo..

Interactive Sotlnd
Inform at ion Syst em 11515)

lO!htIselectJOnol!he/lWfOPlfll1ehe.·
'"!taidfof'eactleldMdualwasdls-

cess ec.
in Aug",t 1992 the Gt!mlan Hcld,na:
COrnPllf1y AGIV IICquirlld an IrIterest in
the S,uel a kJ... COfTIpar\les in Den-

matI<. AGIV I5 I,sled on U'>evaflOu s Ge.·
marl Slodo El<Cfl
anges an<l comprised
~ .imately 300 enle.,..iHs across
Total tun'lI:l\oef' '" 1991 e.·
8~1Kln and It emplOv$
some31.000pecplelnthel\eldsot

EUfOflII.

eeeeee OM 8.1

eIeC1nc8l. ~ a n d ~ e n 

v-nna .5

__

as buildirCand

Irans..

PO"!lfIJOn"""'-lStr>es.

FoIIOWI/'lC •• eeenf1ypassed.\l;tofP..,..
!NInt. tI'llll ..t uch .. as jlfeviou"y known
as the NaIiof\ai Jooousue UOOrlllOO'Y
(N AL} .. 81Iet upasillltilltull100'Y8Ulhof
ity. The new name l or lhe estabhs/lment 1, !he "' lI'It r. lIan Hearlr\l SeNlen
(AHSl an(l II is responSible dIrectly 10
the Fede ral M' nisle, II)r Commu n,1y Se,·
vices and Heallh . The won. f/fOl' ams
assoceted wllh Ihe effects ol noi sill on
!he comm unity lII"e uno:le118ken by NAl
whiCh is a dM SIOfl ofAHS .

BorIu'ryreF'ty lld lO'lfW"ersofPlastyne
Products}"-I~/IIY1OUr'lC1eda
d181"Ct' in~lInipolleylllrel8l00n10
"W~·and·S<u>dt.lne·noosecon
trolmatenals.~ouant,tylUfloces.

IK1lUpOlyot!he~fI'\lIItenals.

Tt"SITlO'<e I"~"Ine<ltomaketheloacJ.

ed WIyt eowen more comp"lJth'e

We_re sorry to Ilr:rar Ih at Glen Ha' r!es.
Ch airmll n 01 tile Vieloriill D,vision . had
suffered a s"","fel1ro11e. Hjs frittn<ls
ilfld asSOCilll"'SW'lshhim_"anChOQe
lor a lu~ recove..,.

_.

.

NEW MEMBERS

WeooelCClfnl:!lhe~neoomerntle1'S

..nose

Irad.,gs have

no--

be'e n lIP"

....

MrNNaioJll.
,~

~Souftf WalttS

M, 0 M Eag,.,.,. \ACT). Mr M J Hamson
wesrem Austr" ri"
MrMp,.,""el h
Su ~rlbe.

Ne." SOuIhW8/trs
Prol J Woll a

<>---

MfG. R Wyman

""-

-

~Southwlolft

Loaded Vinyl

Birl<myre wd be .. Wing to QUOtefor d~

III

M. J G Alektla. Mr W L Hu$Ofl. Or £ L
LePage. Pn:Il J H RII'ldeI (0enman< 1

~.;~~
MrNOClulterbuCl<.Mr MJO·Fle;1Iy

weslttmAust,.

""T J McU.m, MrT C Fleynokls

ue

m8rket pi_. A new produc:IloIdef.
with capabil ity of !he matenals. !'las
~release<l.

g'~ •••

Rayleig h M edal

A large iroup atl l!fldeod the JOlni MS.

The mstrt ute 01 AcouSllcs (UK) has
"".. ded the RiII)'ieigtl Medal in 199 210
tJcMlllU fQf l'lis ,ese arctl in
SIr J_
acous tiCs. The many COnlributlOnS 01
SorJameslighlholl fo 1.hetheOf'y ol ftuoO
dynamics are urwversally reco&rl'M4 as

IEAuslrneeungon 16 Se1Jt to
Or P
....... WIllak on IfOu"dme
ement 01
81fUaft noose and conl
n.ade'welocl-

I\alfcenlu..,.Htswor1o.lnillefOllClOU$bC.
nonIinfIiII.acoustrcsanfllncochlellf ....

""at

Sile!1t1loNoIse Control ProduCII
AlltIflQUffie'SSIIOl.*Inowbeditectttd lO:
NAP SlIenl no. 58 BUCklilllACl sueet. Clill)"
Ion 3168 \'fC_ Pl'IonlI: 103) 562 9600
sac (03) 562 9793 TraGe £nQulfll!S _~
carne.

A ffi lia t e
NttwSouftfW,"""S

NAL Change

_fOf'O'NItllalplllfVlllf.dneftled and
de'lnOnStral edhis ISIS lor mlerar::ti¥eas.... sme<ltotlaodtr~nooselol"a
joInl mHtrng of MS. I[Au51 iIlIACI v....
Flo-ds. W,th a dat a b..... eon'lP'ill"€ a
Mde ..~ of tranllOOl1 noi~ !IoOUfCe$
from
rai l an<!roec venrctes . tn,ss)'$tem allows any ~ Ieeted noose 10 be
played blIck to an audience as a sin'lulali on 01 wl'lat might be he llo'd in a par
IlCullll" l l1uatoon.

M eet ing wit h Bruet

lnlhe5tateol"","lem~trallaIorN.v>

Company Acqui siti on

On "'CU5l4. Or D...w Dutltllnk. a US

itI,.

NAP Silent flo

ortr_",",noise$.

lII!heOc\OtlefmeetqotlheACT

H Vivia n Taylor Award s

d1anics h as had a dram"ic. immedlale
aro en<!ul'lnl impac t, botn for acouStICS
Itse lf and for the relaliono' ecoes te s tc
0!he1 d,sciplines IuCtI as nuid rT\t!ChIlflit s and biomecI'!anocs

~theoul.Standin&ones of tllepasl

BA SIC ACOUSTIC EM ISSION
lan G. Scott
Gordon and BrellCh seeoee Publish.
~. 1991. ",246 . soli cover. Isa N 2
881 24 35 2 5
Ault Oi$tnbu IOl":OA. Books PO eo . 163 .

M,tenam.

Vrc:tona.

3132 _

Pnoe :

A$80.50 .

Vd20 No.3 -104

ThiS book Is v orume 6 ancllhe lal esl l"
aser,es ol mof\Ollraptls relat 'fli I O nonde sttu<:11ve te st.... . Thls volume c:onla ins 24 6 paee s ol basic irlf ormahon or>dud,n& d"i1m5 on acoustic emluion
\AE)llncls.omeassociatedapoliclll'on
tedl~s. l"itially.ancl ilstnebool< is

reed, one tiIIl wtuall)' he'" the author
g iYirC t he lel;t ure uthe book i$ Wfltl e "
ll$ If i1t ranscript 0' iI senes of talkS.
The fnl!mptesslOlll &aioed was thill
ttlechaplelll _prirltedouto(Otdef
/IS thesecorodchllpteriS.sec1lO1lon
AE .plll 'CiltiOll swhlle latte r et\llplle lll _

ancl chaplel'5 could h ave been IIrranged
lna more fkJentformat. but then 0U'>e1'5
may prel Cf the style of thIS booIo.. for a
booII IJlled Basic Acoustic Emossion. 1I
doesnoliltt empltocornplelelycoveran
"PllCl$ol the scerce and cou ld be
twlCetheSlrelncllncluOeloplCSwtlefe
the seeoce Is more f, equently e.ppIie(l
,ucnasinstl\lClural ,nltgnlyevaluallOll
olclvilstruetures. mi nemonnortng. proGCsscontJoI end slfely. Tile booII COUld
be rrustrlll ing 10 some .t"ade rs inth.al it

ifItrO(Iul;:I(!slhereadt".to a topocwhiClli$
moretedYlicalthanthecasual""oder
would rtoQUi'e. end yet not detaoled

PULSAR
SLMs
The Pulsar Moclel 45 sound level met er
isa.-ailatlleiltelthCflltype 1 preciSlon
2 General P..... PQM instrumeol,
bottl me etina lEe 65 1. TM ,ns t",,""""t

or type

is t'lJtl,gedly con 5ll\lCled lind fellure s a
34 dB ...iI;le lI'laloll...e di s~ ey.
Tile
measor in& rllfl& e if, bet_n 30 and 144
06 and the resf)Of'lse includes SI(M. las t

een-

andirn(lulse. MocIeI 22lalltype 2
eral oufl)O$ill'8Oe sound ...... mI'ler
wtlictl

lulJ)'~Sinl~OonaIStan

dlIrllS. ThospoQUllirmodelhllsreoenlly
had I s.cfll flCllflt pnot reductJon . The

~edtOthebllsicsol ""E.lnlnefW$l:
eooughforlhose ...,thascoeoceb8dt
~iIdef IS
ill l)fll)f 1Il~
lnlecr ll' ,rc and
1'O'Jfld"""'o'/ltlOlJd8PP'eaatea~ MocIelia 25 and 2t _
toneaI~oIthemooemca,Glt
peaksoundle'velmet_.TlWyha\o:
trelOlmelllo(thetecl'onoloO' .TheMure
~o(llCOUSIee<nisSlOf\
.~
been~lOiIU'Stu
fetyotflCerS
Ior.lf "'1ICf'y bnghtooce Ihosem Sl>
tel" 2 wl'lile litle<l AoolIC'<l AeousllC
10meetthereou~
aol""8ull1tiorLs.
_/~~"".se
Emiuoon
I SCfIC'S 0( 1I'CrOOuCt0tY
The meters tIave I o;.clll alIm line

Cllllpte1 lhe

a-n

's

$lll!efnellts on some
01
AE. The Ie'lt tS lfIIofmatr.e fol 1hose ""'D

tt>e""" r/lflieolrellabieappllcMJQn5

.. anlll'linlrOCl<.cbonlOiljIplical~ofl

F,naIIy. I would tluy tile boO!< IrIll I,nc! it
I,I$l!I!l4 1fI my pers.onaI IIDrllry. tlut ....,.
.uchhDraryllll'OUklrl!(l ...." "otI\efPUtl!oca

~ _

,.;,jef~ .... othoutgetl"'l~1n

the mll'l)'pl'Ot)IemsofAESUChnthee'·
1Kts cau secl ~ propagaloonof ellOSle
WiM!'!i III V.,IOUS

medla . In CI'\IIl)lln 3

1lIld 4whiC1lthellUthorl'lltSIJtle(l Elotmen lwy and Adv¥lC«l Basoc: 4eouste
EmtUlOll. the reildef l$ l __ YillUed ...
lormaliononsefl~.C810brat00nand
oeIonn8bon medI8nosmL CNPtCl' !5 1$

devOted 10 A.rcfatl. AppiocalioM and ....
nally~er6 ,sde'ootedtothe1ut ....

~".
Thfou&hOutthe!e .... tneilUttlo<PIM
been l18l'i' ~t and referenced '"lOY

olh,sstlllemenls*"lChtlolhvilllclatn
hiScomrnents ,tlUtlTlOfeimportant.al·
IoW'slhe reaoertouMlhe le 'ltasll'll...
oe.IOQlJlCklyrlf'lddetlliledinfor....Uon
onanyl)illl1icu1ll1'$Ubjecllnclucled l"the
le >t. The book COl'lllll ns a lol of llCf'y U$Clu i ",formatlOllwhich .. ouldauISlthe
studenlwt\o isst.et1lf'CoutintheflelCl
andthelldm""'lrlltMlCllilneertype
pet'SOIl who wanlS II ""1I1;stie ufI(lef
standlrCoIAE " 'lhou!bolt'erin&aDOul
the flne de lall thal ls reQUlfE'd'OI"the

CorrectllPPlkationolAE.
The bool< does hav. II number 01 lim it <tI feel tha t this is becau se Of
the auth ors hones ty rath er than technicale,pert ise . Many allt llo rs wou ld lie ...
ture into unfam ll'llfterril oryllsinglhe lit
ereture 115II blIck-u pjust l oproduee II
complet e s talt" ment 01 II to pe . Ian seen
has no t lal len b'ltot ~ ;s tree. Wtli\e molling some .elereoce toAf. appl icat ions in
pipe line s, press ure vessel s .brld&es ilnd
petn xnem ical ptllnt s.he Ilasonly Wfit·
Ill nw;th si&niflCanl det ell on the lirc' l ft
iodllS l ry es he ,penltl'le majority 01 his
working lil e w,th Aerona llt>(:(ll Rescarc h
teeeratcee stn Melooume .

ucos. btJl

To slim UP, lhe book cont ains a lot 0 '
valu~einlormation.lIowever. llound it

I little hard to e>trilCl speaflC items ,n
some ce ses . In my OPinionthe lopICS

Ior~AEcanbelised.

caseandanalOlil:U8 o S()ltly.
~(lr'I
Rd. H~.HOI"ttIrOtl<",....Y01 4

Futrher ... lormariorl:PuI$... .
OPH.lJI'I

IlOf\IIonAEtoellSlJle1tlatllmor.-~

Illel e ""presen!aIJon 0( the sceeee 01
klOUSbc8fftS$lOIl 'savalIabIe.1heauthOrhnbeen_a'ldhones'l .lIlAthe
relller i$ ..n Mth an oncom~e Stale-

.... """"

metltolacoustlCemrssion..

en.n WoodIS
lit

Loca s

wNcn trII'lalormt hi&h Ire-

O\lC"IC)'eleCtficalOSCllatoons onto sound
WilW$. These ..
focussedby a

aPr"rtlo()alReS<e8lf;ll

se;.

ilflr,stooifh~CSlRO·so...;siorlo'Ge<>
~

ElSA M
Ac oust ic Mic roa.c:ope
AI IN!llo!art of_E....... itS ilCOU5tlc

ob;ectrve.

He /'las

~s.

sappIlt<elell$andtr8nsmitled lothe
speamen will a COUPl"'1medium . The
!enscoIlectstnereflecte<lecllOl'Swl\lCh
ilfC !here<:of'¥C "e<lIf'tOelil(ll'lCala. p
and made Y1s.tIIe on 11Ie~ . With

-I ~. . I
o.enlnvOlved&olfhe~IIfdI.~

",...,rllfl(JlIpOIicationolacousl.ocet7Ws
$-'Onll'l.~rsngeotmef
•• ~ .

fOCI< and ccmpostre

mar~

in

II ~

thenew-conICalotJ;ecUve .theemc~

oftne sul)Surlace ed.oon" cons;cl-

~~oI$rf\lCturl'Slburnot/fHUWt'fOt'

rww2'-""""

FvtT/Ier iolfotrNliorI : lK.I Insl1\ll'letlts
Ply LId. 45 CPf'inI Rd. Notth fi)de . NSW.
TfII: f02 ) 888 1122 FlU: j02} 888 7526

QUEST
Vibrat ion Sound Monit oring
System s

CIRRUS
Outd oor Microph one

A ne.. portlll)ie mICrOPhone syslem a~
lows outdoor noise meas u' e<nents to be
madt" In most _ ather s. The MK 425 Is
hght in we,ght. sim~e 10 o perate and
lakes li n it a po.vef ' rom t ne souncl le¥el
me Ier In 115e. n is a precision grade .
g_ ral purpo se unit whic h ircorporate s
.... eiecne t mcrcco coe ce cscie . The as
sem bly con si sts 01 me tbe microphone
and Its ass ociate d preamp lifi t"r, rll ''''
shield I nd wlndsh,e ld lilt ed onto a short
milt t a nd mounted on an lldjll Statl le
he ight t ripod

further informaliorl: DiMdson. 11 IW
bema 51. Moorlllbbir>. VIC 3189. T~: (0 3)

555 1211 fin: (03, 555 7956

Quest Electron ics hilt u.eral Vlbrlt'Cflo
50llIId moni tor ing systems to mee t the
re(lli oremen!S 01 1I "1CIerange O'appI!c<tI'ons.
Eeen sys tem measures displaceme nt . veloc,ty and accelCflltlOll .
~~llleleUIlllCOfnl'SirlllC¥r)'i"i

Audiomet er Calibrati on
Systems
6 ~IIt"t ln
948-97
descri bes and i ~
Ill s\ril tcsttlc audiom el e, clli lbrali on sys'
tem s Offered by QueSl ElecI, onics . The
li ve lype 1 ancl lOll'!ype

oeocnure ccv era
2system$

.

Furf/'le' inform.woon: s.1by
~.Pm!alefhV24

~rJI'flC

oS-

Multr_Nf/l

Vic 3110. T{II: (OJ) 54 4 484 4{008 135
8381 F;u: (03} 543 1295
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PROTAC

OPEN UNIVERSITY

Passtop Hearing Prot ect ion
The passtoo ear pll/i is made to meeslire from HTV poIysilO XllI"Ie which pr0vide s a rnutur e of soft ness end ' igidity
The standard st~ le contains an acoustic
fi lter whictl ls eieewe for medi um and
highlrequeneies. ThePasstopH FcOll"
tairl s a microphone a rtd rllCeiver and a~
lows for eff ect ive communic ation in
n o j s ~ en wo n me nt s

Further inform ation ; PTot« Aust ,9/49 JJ.
j aws 51, Sumner Park, Brisba ne, Old
40 74,: lei (0 7) 279 214 2, fax (0 7) 279
1621

BIRKMYRE

acous tIcal modes in 1-0 tract al

Underw at er Sensing Course
This training package has been preduccd at the Open Unive<slty In the UK
and sponsored by a conSort ium 01 contractor s and the UK Defence Rttsearch
Agency. The packa ge has ceee designed for training new ly recruited engineers in underwalttr te chnology and for
retraining personne l whose jab f\lrv;t ion
has changed. II com prises five mult~
media mcecie s . each com pri sirllS appro. 8 houf5of-.id eo and 4 tlours of auec ca ssette as .. ell as extens ive

totortsrmat enat.
Furttlef Informat iOf1: Acous !ics and Vrbr;tlion Centre. Aust Defence forc e Academy. Canbemt, ACT 2600. Tel (06) 268

824 1 Fax(0612$88276

Wavebar

b~ W .l k el ,

Applied Acou st ic s Vol 36 Nos 1.2 ,3-4
19 92 ; VOl 37 Nos 1, 2,3.41 992
Austr .Uan J 01 Audiology Vol 14 No 1
199 2

Cana4181l Acoust ic s Vol 20 No 2199 2
Ch i_
J 01 Acowtlcs Vol 11 No 3
1992 (In English ) Includes arnce s on
high j nten si t~ sou nd. t ransducer per
formance , ultr asonic tCl
mO@
:raphy, lase!
ultt ason icgcneration, sooa' system s.

J Aust .bsoc Mus lll$ t. M . kers Vol 22
No :21992 Includes 'Preventlflg CMlNse
Injuries in cborsts by Rut h Bl.tt
I Cat Cut Acou stlca! Soclet~ Vol :2 No 1
ISe, II) 199 2 Includes 'The applicatloo
ofacou sticemlsslon techniquesi n .. ooc
science and technologf by V Bucur

The loaded vin~1 produce , Wavebar , is
now m,mufaet ured on a fUlly s)'flthe tic.
hightllf1silepo.lye stefbase cloth ·thus
elimina ting the problems encou nte red
with the out-<lated he ssilln base Cloth .
The product is ersc availab le l<tminated
to aluminium foil , Quad Zero W. vebar.
For all)' outdoof apol icat >Ofl. Outdoo r
Wavebar, Is suitable an(! can be prodUCild in an ~ COlour.
FurtfJe, informaf ioo; Bitk myre. PO BOA
408 . Mount Drum. NS W 2 770. Tel
(02/ 83 2 1666 . F,U (02) 67 5 39 56 .

com-

oosues" by Crac iun afld llettuccl and
"Review of Stana a'ds for rll<lway no ise "

New Zul.fIlI Acoust ics VO! 5 No 1
199 2
Shoc k & Vibrat ion DlCest Vol 2 4 Nos
8,9 ,10 ,11 19 9 2

Journals

Report s

Aeou.tle s Bulletln Vo! 11 , No3 199 2
Contents inciudc " Some elemen ts of Cy·
mati cs · by Chiv e.. , " Loca liSation of

Quart ,rty Procr ess A St at us Report 1/
199 2 Rayal lnstrtute 01 Technology,
Stockho lm

YOUR UNDERWATER LINK!
Whatever your needs,
we can provide a
SOUND option
w ith

I.T.C. HYDROPHONES
from .
~~~~~

.. 8. I(J O""VIOSOH"TV. LTD. -"-C." ... . " .,
17 Robem,Slrll8t , Moorabtlin Vic. 318!l

Aco ust ics Aus1ralia

V1C1OLMAS !'fl :(ro )~1'17T Fu:(03}5557956
NSNIN:r
!'fl: (02)74805« Fu: i02)148 7018
AGl:IlTSW A ..... {09}24ol2711 f u: {09}24ol2n s
S,A. Ph: {C6)3&51000 f .. : (118) 3651001

VoI20No.3 -106

14th leA IN BEIJING
Abou t a oozenIwstralians t. avelledto Ileij
ingln5eptern!:lE'rf<:>r lhe 1411ll ntemllti onlll
eorc~ss on olocoustlC
S. For rn<)I;\lt ..... s
Ittelr r'rslVlM IO Ch'lIa. SO thai the trip

hadgenef81as .. l!lllls

sci e nt",c ;n~eM

More lh "" 800 people ene ncec t he eo "..
gress, which was good for a mee\lng held
out side Europe OJ Noit h Ame. il;s, 1I1ldthis
was a reliaf to tn e Internat ional CommiS
:>ion. wIl ich had to confirm ~ s decision on
the venue some three years ago. not Ionil
alt". the t.lICiC events of r""naromen
SQuare, Tnere wlt5. naturally. a lil tl e <epr esentat ion from Chinll itse lf. ¥Id .Nlpllll pro-

,.;cle<l a largel'llCllO'lo l theow rse aspar
I lCipaots , b<ll otlle ,countrieswere alr.o
well recrese oteo . Thefe were 848 paPErr",
all told , ", i11l a ra;rly heall)l emphaSIS on
ptlysical ecceencs. includ;ng ull rasonics ,
quantu m etl."!,,,. t ransdoction. and signlll
PlIX e» o:111
. reese fields \Ogether ec-

oountongfornearl\thalloftr.epape<s . If\formll l ob ......lI1ion.howe_.suggeste<lll
major audience eteeest in the sessoons
dealingwilh arcM ectutal acousl ics . The oi·
ologicalaspe<:ts olacouslic sacc<N nICd
lo ron ly 200 ofthc papers presem ed
wMenoise anda lm ospne, icsoundlogell'lerccmpnsec len l h&n 100 papers
ThecontererocewaSOf&"" ,sed wrth plefl ary
IeClUles 00 moSl momongs. making a lQIaI
ol 12 . of which one Qrl me<JlCal ullrasonir: s
wasgJ>eI1 lly Georie Ko ~ tfollhe C S1 RO

Ultrasorucslnsl,l ute.Ttlere wasonly.
small inslrum,,"1 e.h,M>on. 001 Chlna;s
cleafl)' active in lICoustic IOstru-nenlail o n
and one could not but oe impres sed al lh e
specrlical ions of l heh lgh-POWer loudspeak.

erllevelope<l lly lh e Chinese Inst ,l ute of
AcouSlics _w ould ro u tlelieve e.n 4COtIStic
f)l!Wf!! oul""t ol IO kilowatt s!t (The OPe'
at"ll. princip:e il apparenlly modulation of
I he flow or a l>orrHo<tded compressed M
jel.) TheI'equMC'froogeisaoout~ Hl

10 2. 4 ~ Hl and ltle etfect iYe range aboul
15 kilOmel res. "'PlIrtfrom more mundane
applicaj ;ons, appropriate uses were Slil led
10 include orolKlcasl ing waming messages
from nuclear POWor sl aUo ns! U n ro rt un a tel~
i ?l wedid nolhellfademooSlr alion!
Ttle Coogre$Sw ll$ held in l hc 21sI Cl' nl utY
~e1 .a __ jo,nIJapaoese-Ctlineseventu re speciallyoes'gneclfor<:or'C,essesand
Summel s.cI\oojs. loea ll.'d abOul 15 kilomel res trom
centre of Be~ing. It wM
pleasanl venue . and the d,stance meant
Ih al not 100 many people drill ed off during
Ihe day. OrganisatiOn was gOOd. and tor
IMtirsl l ,me l tle com plele abslracl s of thl'
Congress were publill'led in l!dvllllC<! as a
supplement 10 A,custlCa . The lull pro
<:eedlngs _ republishell asfour A411(l1.
umes WIth a total thicl<ness 01 90 mol.
mel res. It SllOuld bepos.ible 10 buy sets
from llle Inslll.ule 01ilorouslic s in 8e'jlng

ve

5ocial evenl sdu m'i l heCongress we,e
wel'chosen and capably organised."'mong
tre highlighl s was a eerrormeoce by a
l eamof inc,edioly skilic d acrobat s. comor
l ionlslSand juUlers. wt>o danced on brok·
en glass. c augh! a vanety 01 he!l'o'fOf
.Ie objects in poleS Otl tre« reees.

Irac:

_
trmes",hilebalanc"'ll Otl alallunl
C)'Cle. and ca<O'ie<:l OUI complicatell contortlOns wtlile balanciflllfft)'S of liCjull!--l,iled
glasses On MMS. lee t anll toreheads
f here was. olcou rsl!. Pekjngd uck aM Olh
er J>leasant Chinese loodto eal. bothl!\'e'
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A . ARTICLES
BARRETTRosaF,No :J, T3- 77

Un(!@rwa
ter acoust iC SlllnlOlp ,ocessin g - a
,evil!W o!seleC1edl Ol)ics
BURGESS Marlon, WMITE Albe rt ,
No2,56-58
..... seleYels iohospclalinlen....... eare erees
CARTER H. I NGHAM P, TRAH II,

H0 2,49-55
Overn,ghl lraff icno iseme asurement s lO
be<lr oomSanllOuldoors.Pen nant H,iis Rd.
Sydney - oomparisons wrl h cril N ia for
Sleep
CATO Dougl ... H. No 3 , 78-82
lhebtolOg,caloorrtrlbull()fl lo l tle amblt!nl
noise In w.'ltl!fS near Auslralra
DUHLOP .Ioh n l , N0 3 , 8 1--86

AcouSlic propertle s ol ..-ine secee me
FORBESA MO ,N0387.9Q
Oce""llCO ust ic thermOmetry · lhe Heard
Islll nd feas ibility l e ~l . 1991
ORIEFAHN Ba' ba.a, N0 2,43-.47
NOise oonl rold ll nng lhe nrgnt · proposals
for conl rf'lUOUS and lnl ermltt enl r>oisc
HALlM.f$IIaII V,N 03.i1·94
Renect ivlty ol sand seabeds at a (....
Cj\leflC)'01 10 Hl

Acou st ics AUslra lia

a

~a11emrecogni1IOr1"PPloed lOlr"a nsienlS

~~i~~t~~~ :e;.,s~,:::~~s",~n~~~~~~led
lAW RENCE M W. THOMPSON J L,

::~S~Jbo~~ ~:;::C~ler e-eesore-

menls at high treIl\II!rICieS
MACAS IIIU C , no 3 ,99 · 101

toeouslicsc an eringfrom tneseasurface
MACII EHZ IE HelIC, HANS£HCoIln,

Nol, l>-10
De~ lopme nl o f c onl ,o ller ha rd", are a n d

conl ,018lgorrthms forllC l lve noise conl rol
TSAl II .nrn ing.J IANOZhlq lnl. ROSSING
Thorn . ., No 1, 17 ·19
Vob<a1lOflalmodes 01 a mooem Chinese
!wO·l onebell
ZANOER AntI1ony , HANSEN Coli n .

H8 1,21·23
duct~ :
Pf o ~ agailon pro D e l1 iHa nd&CtrveCCJ01rol

M;gher Ofde, acoustiCmodes ifl

B. REPORT
COdeOlElhic s. N0 2 . 41

C. INTERVIEW
GIBBI'iG5 Dennis
Chtt Win1ers - a skelch

ryd"l" ....
nd.'ltltleCOnterenccbanquel.aod
almosl unlimrted lii N cmeese bee. 10
drink at almost no dlarge-- thoogh SOlI
drin ks all had 10 be I'lIrd lo r.
The Cong,ess 10\0'10 ee Great Wall was a
great success . wrih 0'" twelwooses preceded lly a police escort- not in any sense
forp fOiccli oo. bllljusl 10 Cle ar a Cjuick way
lhroughlhe lr affic. lndee<lwe hoolh ls es
cort wherever we wenl in ooses in llel Jifll.
an4 almoslll' lt ooglecle d when we hlKlIO
ma.... our Own w"Y. People were hilOP'l'and

~,.,;,,~·~nnol:'I=S~
trmrdali ng OedarallOtl tOt'ms designed 10
sl oppeoplesellroa t roe,rposse ssioflsw hrle
if) ChIna ",ere simply lorn up wrthoul e.
amination by tM off iCials at the exil ports .
...rter the Coogress manyo ...erseas \'is,l ors
took oovantage or speci ai iours tl>al h8CI
been a<ranged at ~ry reasonable rates
The moSl POPUlar, wrth nearly 80 paf '
ticiJ>a/l1 s.....ntfirst tolhe ar.cient caPflal
01 Xi'an. famed tor it s l erracotla "' iofs
andlormanyother l 'e asures. The
lI
Slop ",as Glli lln. in the cenl reol lilatmosl
remarl<able region 01 lime. lo ne peaks thaI
tcalu re in SO many Chinese scroll paint
ings. A fiV<!hour boallripalong l he river li
conl,rmed tM t lhes epeakS, which e. tend
/of near1y100 km. really iook e.actl~ like
ee palnling s-tl is oot a peculiar Ctunese
,,",w 01 pcrs pect .....! Tht! lour lhen wenI on
10 Gu&ngl!lOu {Cantotll and home \'ia Hong
!IonC.T hOse """'ChOsa the tour to T1bet
Md a Slfni la<1yInteresti ng lime. but most
sutfered Pfoolems wil h alt,l ude sickness
The 15th ICA will be held in TroOOheim.
Norway. in 199 5.P Ulll in ro urdi ary!
NevilleF letetler

O. TECHNICAL NOTE
CAOOYl'loy
~ robltl m "" tn c ol y mnk> u d speak'"

E. AUTHOR INDEX
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CONFERENCES and
SEM INARS

June 26 ·Jul y2,BERGEN
13t h INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
NQNUNEARACOUSTiCS
Details: Prof Halvor Hob~k, Dept Phys

Mo delling Cll anie in ErlYiron mentlJl and

/(;s,Univers ily Berg en. Alleg t 5S, 8 ergen,

scccec coomc svstems

Norway 500 7, fill 0475 2 127 8 7, FlU
047 5318334

Del ails : Anthony .JaI<eman. CR£S. ANU,
GPO Be. 4 Canoerra ACT 260 1 : tel
(06) 249 4742, fax. (06 ) 2 49 07 57.
em alllony@cre..l .anu .edu .au

o Indicalesan All str ahan ActIYity

Juty W , VIENNA
ULTRASONICS lNTERNATIOf'W. 93
Delails; U1931.h'tttings management.

1992

Stra igh t M,/e HouSII, TJlfo.d Rd,R us h·
moor, Familam. SvTrey GU102£P, UK

• Deeem be.14-18 , HOBART
ll1hA USTRALIASIANFlU IOMEC HANICSCONfERENCE
Details; 11 AFMCSecretanal , Dept Civi'

Decembe.B-10, PERTH
• INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MOOEUiNG AND SIMULATION

July B-9, NICE

1994
FebruIJry 27 -M a.ch 3 ,AMsfERDAM
96thAES
Derails: Sec, il£S£uropeOffice. Zewmbun dcrslaa n 142/ 9. B-l1 90 Brus
seI S.8e/g'tJm

& MechEng , Univcrsity of Tssmania.
GPOBox 252C . Hobart 7001

NOISE & MAN
61h Intemational ccoa-ess on Noise as
a Pub lic Hca ll h Pl oblem
De/ails: Noise & Man 93, /NRETS LEN
Case24 .F6go75,Bron C~x,France

1993

5TI1 InlemationalCon l e.ence on
RECENT ADVANCES IN STRUCTURAL DY.
NAMICS

July1·9 ,PARIS

Deta'! .'I:ISVR Conf erence Secrel ari at.

PUMP NOISE AND vt BRATION
Dera,ls: Pump Noise & Vibfal;Qo, SHF.
1 99 rue de Grenel/f!. 75OO7 Pa,;s,

£ngl lJrtd

France.

Aur;ult23-2 S, SEOUL

M.~1I15-18,

HONOUILU

AlUM 37th Annual ConvelltlOn
Ull rasOurldin Med' clne

AlUM Convention.11200 Rock·
lfille PI" e. Suite 205 . RocJ<viIle MD
~la,ls;

208 52-3139 , USA
AprtI 21· 23 . SOUTHAMPTON
ACOUSTICS 93
Del ilils:ProfFahy. Un M>tS'l)' Of Scli lt..
ampton, SOtIthampfon 50 9 SNH. UK.

Tel 0703 592291 Fin 0 703 593033.
AprM28-30 . BLACKSBURG
RECENTADVANCES IN ACTIVE CONTROL
OF SOUND& VIBRATION
Delall$: ConfCor d. VirglmaPolyte chnic
Insr & State Un,.." M«h Eng. 2 03 Ra".
dolph Hall. 8Iac"$bufg. VA, 24061
02 38 US,,-, rei 703 231 416 2 . FaK 70 3

July 14- 18, SYDNEY
o INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCEON
11EAf!ING REHABIUTATION
Derai's: Heahng Rehab. Conf Secre raria l, GPOBox 12 8 . SyI:lney. NSW
2001: t~1 (0 2) 262 22 77, f/:l1l(02) 262
2323
July 28 ·Aur; 1 , STOCKHOLM

STOCKI10LM MUSIC ACOUSTiC CONFER
ENCE
Details: SMAC 93 . KTH, Box 700 14, S
790 78 73.

fa~

(4M) 790 7854.

23 1 9100

AIl&\llt24-2 6 ,LE UVEN

INTER NOISE 93
PeopieVe.susNolS(l

rei (804/ 864 -364 0
M. y1C1-13,mAVERSECITY

NOISE & VIBRATION CONfERENCE
DetaoJs:$ociery AtJtcmowe Eng,rtef1fS,
CommtJn.tCa/Jons&Mee ting s , War.
rendale,PA 1 509 6, USA
M . y 31·June 3, Sf PETERS8URG
NOISE 93
lnl em al ional Noi se and Vib.alion ceo trcr
COnfe.ence
Derairs: C/ MalcC>lm Crocker , Mecll Eng,
210 Ross Hall . Aub um Univers ily.A ubum ,AL 36849-3501, USA

June25-21 ,IO WA
INTERNATlONALHEARINGAIDC ONFER·
ENCE
Detai's : Univers,rylo...aC<!nferenceCen
Ire, Memorial Union. to ...a C'ly, IA
52 2 42. USA

Acol,I$llCSAlIsll aT,a

Tile Uniwws,ry. SOuthampton. S09 5NH,

WfSTPRACV
De!a",. : Dr /I-WhanChao Yonsei Uni·
versi ty. Seou ',Korea
Aur;us I 2 9-3 L YOKOHAMA

INTERNOISE 94
Detail s: YOiti Sul uki, SOneLab, Riec, Tf)IlOku Un..._2·J -1 Ka/iJflirIJ.Aob.aKII . Sendai . 980 Japan_ Tel 81 22266 4966.
Fax 81 .22 263 9848. 81 22224 7889

ADVERTISER INDEX

10044 . Slor; /(hoim . Sweden; le i (468 )

M. y 2·15. WIWAMSBUft G
NOI5 E.(;O/l/ 9 3
Noise COt1tr ol inAcro aooustl cs
Det&Js : Noise Con 93 ,David Stepllens,
Mai lStoP 426 , NASA Lang ley Researc ll
Cenl re, Hampt on , Virgin'a, 23665·5 225;

July a 21, SOUTHAMPTON

Deta Ols:IN T£R N O'S£ 93 . rl-II VlV, Des
gu'nlej21 4. B.2018 An~ rpen.Be/·

g'lJIJI. Tel (0 3) 2 16 09 96 Fax.(03) 216
00 8'
Aue:ult 31·Sept. mbe. 2 . sENUS

4t/l CONFERENCEON INTENSITYTECIiNIQUES
SlJuctural Irlt ensil y and Vibtation al E....

A<:oust ic Res.Labs
AWl, Dtst rtbution . ,
B oc~ C""er

Bru el & Kja er
Da vld soo
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dB Meta l Products ...

ENCO ....
ETMC

102

ergyFlo ...
Deta'/s : CEn M , BP6 7. 60304. $en Jis,
France Tel (33j 44 58 34 15 Fa. (33)

INC ...

44 58 34 00

Mat rix Indu stries

Augul 13().S epl ember 1,LEUVEN
INTERNATIONAl SEMINARON MOOAL
ANAlYSIS
Details : ISMA. rl-II VlV, Desguin le, 214.
B·201 8 Antwe rpen, Belgium.fel /3.2j1 6
286611 Fax /32 } 162223 45

Roel a Composite ~~";'r=-

se pte mber 15- 1 1 , BUCAREST

10tt1FAS[
Detat 's : cemm . d ·ACO\lSI. de L ''''clld
ROlJl1llJmll . CalelJ ViC/orii/ , 125, 71102
Bucllres/, RomlJnoa

Peace

RTA Technology .... .

Se lb~

Scientifi c &

~n~:~~~

"""",

University of New So util w al;,s... rl
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Real-time Frequency Analyzer
~

- ~ Type 2143

Whatever problem you are working on (quality control. noise and vibration analysis or environme ntal
noise. for example). this Brtlel & Kjer t'go-anywbere" analyser gives you the perfect solution.
Designed for UJ( in tht field , iJ oJfu, JO U:
• Tr ue portab ility (II weighs less than lOkg) • Advanced tri ggered muUisped:rum (ad lily • Battffy
opera tion 1/1-,113-,1 /12- and l f24-octave digital r'ilters . A back-Ill display. PCIMS-DOS compati'?le
d isk (ormat • A wa ter-resistan t (ro nt panel. A la rge non-volatile memory (or over 512 1/3-ocbave
spectra • Direct, preamp lifier and charge inputs . Op lioo (or F.F.T. operation . Easy operalioDwith
on-screen help rund ion. Out put to a variety or pri nlers . Option ror two cha nnel upgra de.

BrLiel& Kjll!r

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WESTAUSTRAUA

VICTORIA

QUEENSlAND

(02) 450 2066

(") 242 5N4

(03) 370 7666

(On 252 5700

